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Mental illness is a complex phenomenon that is social and psychological as well
as biological. But since the creation of the DSM-III in the 1980s, the landscape of mental
health research and treatment in the United States has been heavily influenced by the
biomedical model. The thoughts and beliefs of the lay public about mental illness are
often ignored despite the push for greater cultural understanding among biomedical
professionals. This disconnect, coupled with the poor mental health infrastructure, has
left Mississippi with an inadequate ability to help Mississippians address mental illness.
This research uses cognitive anthropological methods and biocultural theory to begin to
address this disconnect. A shared cultural model of mental illness by causes, symptoms,
and treatments was found. There were systematic differences between the two groups’
knowledge of causes of mental illness. Understanding these will assist in providing more
culturally appropriate care for the mentally ill.
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INTRODUCTION
The field of mental health in the United States and around the world is dominated
by the biomedical model that views all bodily dysfunctions as being discrete biological
entities that can only be treated or cured with the application of natural sciences to
clinical medicine. Psychiatry rose to prominence over psychology in the field of mental
illness during the 1980s with the creation of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Illness Version III (DSM-III) (Horwitz 2002). It was with the creation of the
DSM-III that mental illnesses were placed under the purview of biomedicine, thus
becoming organic conditions within the brain with biological causes and treatments.
Since then, biomedicine has been the modus operandi for diagnosing, treating, and
researching mental illnesses. The shift from conceptualizing mental illness as
disturbances in the mind to organic conditions cemented biomedical-oriented psychiatry
as the definitive discipline for mental illness identification and treatment.
Research on the lay (i.e. non-professional) American public’s perspectives of the
causes, symptoms, and treatments of mental illnesses is sparse. Even fewer studies
document the lay American public’s conceptualizations within the state of Mississippi,
with no previous studies to determine the cultural models of mental illness of
Mississippians. Using cultural consensus analysis (CCA), along with observation and
open ended questions, this thesis aims to explore a shared cultural model of mental illness
1

in northeast MS. Specifically, I hypothesized that 1) there is a single shared cultural
model of mental illness among lay and mental health professional populations, 2) there is
intracultural variation between the lay and the mental health professional conceptions
within this shared cultural model, and 3) this variation would be exhibited in three key
features: causes, symptoms, and treatments. Both the lay public and mental health
professional personnel are included in this study to better understand intracultural
variability between these groups.
Research has shown that that there are disconnects between lay and biomedical
conceptions for both physical (Popay and Williams 1996; Vaughn et al. 2009; Walter et
al. 2004) and mental illnesses (Furnham and Buck 2003; Sheikh and Furnham 2000).
This thesis highlights this disconnect in conceptualizations of mental illnesses. It also
addresses various academic fields and tools used to explore and explain this disconnect.
Studies indicate that this disconnect can lead to ineffective treatment or no treatment at
all (Alarcón 2009; Cauce et al. 2002; Hernandez et al. 2009; Hwang et al. 2008).
Treatment is paramount for the mentally ill because it assists in leading fuller, more
productive, and successful lives (Glass et al. 1989; Lipsey and Wilson 1993; U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services 1999).
Understanding exactly how lay people conceptualize mental illness and,
specifically, how this differs between healthcare and non-healthcare personnel adds to
existing knowledge and helps address this disconnect to aid in providing effective
treatment for the mentally ill. This research explores the ways in which both lay and
mental health professionals within northeast MS understand mental illness by assessing a
cultural model and exploring intracultural variation.
2

Mississippi is an ideal place to study a cultural model of mental health because of
the rising rates of mental illness, poor state policies in regards to mental health, the lack
of support for the mentally ill due to these policies, and little to no existing research on
how Mississippians conceptualize mental illness. In 2010, 125,000 adults and 34,000
children suffered from mental illness in Mississippi (National Alliance on Mental Illness
2010). The number of adults with mental illness rose to 165,000 by 2012 (Mississippi
Department of Health 2012). State governmental policies led to cutting the funding of the
state’s mental health system by 15 percent between 2009 and 2011, making it the eighth
largest cut to mental health funding in the United States, despite the increase in cases of
illness (National Alliance on Mental Illness 2011). These state policies have led to an
inadequate mental health infrastructure to deal with rising rates; it is projected that the
mental health system in Mississippi is only able to support 49 percent of the adult
population suffering from mental illness (National Alliance on Mental Illness
2011).Researching conceptions of mental illness adds to the understanding of barriers to
diagnoses and care in the state. Understanding and addressing what lay people know
about mental illnesses allows providers to enhance their treatments.
This research was conducted in 2015 in Starkville, MS, using a static group
comparison design. Both lay people and mental health professionals were included. One
hundred and twenty-four participants, 106 lay and 18 mental health professionals, were
interviewed. Interviews focused on exploring cultural model of mental illness on four
dimensions: 1) important things to understand about mental illness, 2) causes, 3)
symptoms, and 4) treatment as well as open-ended questions aimed at further exploring
these. Data were then coded and analyzed using Anthropac 4.98 (Borgatti 1996) and
3

SPSS 22. Cultural consensus analysis examined the cultural model of mental illness.
Demographic data were analyzed in SPSS. Cultural competence scores were also used in
further statistical tests to assess systematic differences within the shared knowledge.
Chapter two reviews the literature on mental health and illness with a focus on
conceptualizations of mental illness among the lay public and mental health
professionals. Major national studies on public beliefs about mental illness are outlined.
Because mental health professionals are highly influenced by biomedicine, it is also
outlined along with its relevance to mental health in Western medicine. The social
science literature on mental illness is also reviewed, especially with regard to public or
lay perceptions, which is often absent in the biomedical literature to provide an overview
of previous research on mental illness. The chapter ends with an overview of the research
theories and methodologies used within this research.
Chapter three provides an overview of the mental health landscape in the United
States and Mississippi with a focus on the number of providers, prevalence rates, and the
means of providing public and private funding for treatment. It includes an in depth
discussion of Mississippi with a focus on the Department of Mental Health, which
oversees the public health infrastructure in the state, as well as prevalence rates, number
of providers, and their locations. The chapter also presents an overview of the
demographics of Starkville, MS. Preliminary work on creating and sustaining a mental
health outreach group is also presented. The chapter concludes with a review of theory
and methods from cognitive anthropology as it relates to this project.
Chapter four describes the cultural model of mental illness Starkville, MS. It
presents culturally salient terms derived from free listing, as well as the visual
4

representation of their similarities through multidimensional scaling and hierarchical
clustering from pile sorting.
Chapter five presents results from cultural consensus analysis. It includes an
assessment of the analysis, individual competence scores, and the weighted, culturally
correct answer key for the important things to know about mental illness, causes,
symptoms, and treatment dimensions of the overall model. The chapter includes results of
testing specific hypotheses by exploring bivariate correlations and group means statistical
analyses for both professional and lay individuals with different degrees of knowledge of
the cultural model.
Chapter 6 focuses on qualitative data and outlines prominent themes found within
participants’ responses to open-ended questions. Themes include defining, prominent
features of, and various symptoms associated with mental illnesses. These themes
provide a deeper understanding of how participants understand mental illness and provide
more context for the overall cultural model.
Chapter 7 discusses the findings of this study with a focus on outlining the
different dimensions of the cultural model. Here, findings are related to existing
literature. The chapter concludes with the limitations of this study and recommendations
for future research.

5

LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Mental health and mental illness are as much research topics as they are lived
experiences, and this dual nature influences how they are understood across professional
and lay populations. Mental health professionals, advocates, governmental agencies, and
academic researchers have developed various means of describing, discussing, and
researching mental illness, and these conceptual systems may be disconnected from how
lay people, those who suffer with mental illness, or those who care for the mentally ill
live with, talk about, or understand what is happening to themselves. These conceptual
systems may converge or share similar cultural underpinnings, but a greater
understanding of both groups can only be accomplished by examining how these two
groups comprehend mental illness. This literature review is separated into four sections:
1) lay beliefs on mental illness, 2) professional beliefs on mental illness, 3) commonly
used research methodologies, and 4) an overview of theoretical perspectives common in
this research. The professional beliefs section is further separated into sections outlining
the current medical paradigm for disease and how it changed with psychiatry, the
dominant field of mental health research, as well as how social science study mental
illness. This chapter ends with a review of the prominent methodological tools used to
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research mental illness conceptions with a focus on comparing and contrasting them to
the methodologies used in this research.
Lay versus Professional Mental Health Beliefs
Lay
Few studies have investigated lay beliefs about mental illness in the United States.
One, the MacArthur Mental Health Module of the 1996 General Social Survey
(MMHMGSS), has become the definitive, nationally-representative source for
understanding the U.S. public’s mental health beliefs (Pescosolido et al. 1996). The 1996
MMHMGSS is reviewed below with a focus on the public perception mental illnesses
and their treatments. Negative beliefs, commonly referred to as stigma, plays a role in the
public’s overall understanding. A brief discussion of the literature on mental health
stigma with an emphasis on the perceived connection between violence and the mentally
ill is included, as these are intimately tied in the minds of the public.
For the MMHMGSS, participants were asked about the causes of mental illness
through written scenarios portraying individuals suffering from alcohol dependence,
depression, schizophrenia, and drug dependence along with a control of someone without
mental health conditions. Results showed that causes ranged from biological to social and
were seen most acutely in the comparison between depression and schizophrenia.
Approximately 80 percent of participants believed depression was caused by the ups and
downs of life. In contrast, only 40 percent believed schizophrenia was caused by the
same. When participants were asked to further clarify the underlying causes for the
different conditions based on biological or socio-individual origins, 47 percent believed
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schizophrenia to be caused by chemical disturbances. The largest contributor to
depression was stress at approximately 55 percent (Pescosolido et al. 1996).
The MMHMGSS found that the general population’s knowledge of mental health
had broadened dramatically from the 1950s to the late 1990s (Pescosolido et al. 1996).
During the 1950s, the term “mental illness” was used to designate two conditions,
psychosis and anxiety/depression (Pescosolido et al. 1996). Responses to the 1996 survey
indicated that the term had expanded to cover social deviance, mental retardation, and
other non-psychotic conditions along with psychosis and anxiety/depression. The
American public overwhelmingly identified four disorders as somewhat or very serious
conditions: alcohol dependence, depression, schizophrenia, and drug dependence
(Pescosolido et al. 1996).
The public’s views on treatment also fell along biological and social lines. When
presented with the same written scenarios and asked if treatments would help, 48 percent
believed it was ‘very likely’ the conditions could be treated effectively. Social support
was favored heavily as a treatment option with approximately 95 percent suggesting that
mental illness sufferers seek help from family and friends, approximately 84 percent from
self-help groups, and 83 percent from religious leaders. Mental health professionals were
the third highest group with approximately 83 percent recommending a therapist or
counselor and 68 percent a psychiatrist.
This study found the U.S. public holds that there is a distinct difference between
social and biological aspects of mental illness. The term mental illness expanded from
those conditions that are considered biological and psychotic in nature to include things
that were previously seen as social deviations. Causes have gone from being heavily
8

biological for schizophrenia and depression to social or individual such as the ups and
downs of a person’s life. Respondents’ views on treatment clearly showed their
propensity to separate biological and social remedies. All of these attributes lie in stark
contrast to how biomedicine and mental health professionals understand the causes,
symptoms, and primary treatment of mental illnesses. These are discussed in greater
detail later in this chapter.
Stigma
Stigma can impact whether a mentally ill person seeks social support, goes to a
professional for a diagnosis, or even seeks treatment for a condition. Stigma associated
with mental illness impacts nearly all aspects of the illness process. Developed first by
the Greeks to denote some aesthetic defect, in modern times stigma became integrated
with an individual’s “social identity” (Goffman 1968, 2). Social identity is comprised of
“personal attributes,” such as “honesty,” that can help people “…make certain
assumptions as to what the individual [before us] ought to be” (Goffman 1968, 2). Stigma
studies have looked at the influence social aspects and individual attributes have on
stigma.
Stigma is defined as “an attribute that results in widespread social disapproval”
(Bos et al. 2013, 3). Stigma is ultimately a “devaluation” of the individual and the
recognition of the differences between the individual in question and the person who is
stigmatizing (Bos et al. 2013, 3). Bos et al. (2013) posit four different types of stigma:
public, self, by association, and structural stigma. All four focus entirely on the individual
being stigmatized (Bos et al. 2013). These types of stigma are not mutually exclusive and
often coexist (Bos et al. 2013).
9

Link and Phelan (2001) developed a similar definition for stigma but with an
emphasis on actions and behaviors. This classification differs from Bos et al. (2013) by
defining the need for a power structure to be in place before stigmatization occurs. These
power structures can be political, social, or economic. Stigmatization across all illnesses
has a distinct process of action. It begins with distinguishing and labeling differences,
then uses cultural beliefs to determine if the differences are undesirable and if labeling
the individual negatively is required, and finally separates “us” and “them,” which leads
to status loss and discrimination against the stigmatized individuals (Link and Phelan
2001). Link and Phelan (2001, 367) synthesized this process as “labeling, stereotyping,
separation, status loss, and discrimination that co-occur in a power situation that allows
the components of stigma to unfold.” Examples of discrimination within unequal power
situations can be seen in the continuing discrimination of the mentally ill in the
workplace (Baldwin and Marcus 2006; Cook 2006; Link and Phelan 2001).
Stigma is an ever-present attribute in the mental health literature. The
MMHMGSS studied the U.S. public’s stigmatization of the mentally ill by examining if
participants would interact with someone who was mentally ill. This was assessed on six
social distance variables, if the person was willing or unwilling to: have someone with a
mental illness: 1) move in next door, 2) spend an evening socializing, 3) become friends,
4) work close with on the job, 5) have a group home in neighborhood, or 6) marry into
the participant’s family (Pescosolido et al. 1996, 31). When these six social distance
variables were averaged across four mental illness categories (alcohol dependence,
depression, schizophrenia, and drug dependence), approximately 56 percent of
participants would not socially interact with a person suffering from alcohol dependence,
10

37 percent with a depression sufferer, 48 percent with someone suffering from
schizophrenia, and 72 percent with someone who was drug dependent.
Further analysis of lay conceptualizations demonstrates that the American
public’s emphasized violence in assessing the mentally ill, which increases stigma. The
public’s perception of violence associated with the mentally ill increased dramatically
from 1950 to 1996 (Pescosolido et al. 1996, 8). In 1950, seven percent described the
mentally ill as “violent, dangerous, and frightening” or as “violent psychosis”
(Pescosolido et al. 1996, 8). These numbers nearly doubled by 1996 when “Violent,
dangerous, and frightening” and “violent psychosis” rose to 12 percent (Pescosolido et al.
1996, 8). In 1996, the public believed that the majority of the mental ill were likely or
somewhat likely to be violent (71% of alcohol dependent, 61% of schizophrenics, 87% of
cocaine dependent, 33% of major depressive disorder, and 17% of “troubled
individuals”) (Link et al. 1999, 1330). Only in cases of depression and schizophrenia did
the public believe that the person would do more harm to themselves than to others
(Pescosolido et al. 1996:8). Hiday (1997, 399) found a correlation between mental illness
and violent behavior, but pointed out that:
1) the association between mental disorder and violence is modest; 2) ill
persons account for only a small proportion of the total violence in a
society; and 3) not all mentally ill persons have higher rates of violence
but only those with a major mental illness and active psychotic symptoms.
Though the public believes that mental illness is manageable and its severity lessens with
treatment, they also support legal action to hospitalize the mentally ill when there is
perceived danger for themselves or others (Pescosolido et al. 1999).
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Since the 1950s, the public’s beliefs about mental illnesses have changed
dramatically. National representative surveys of the mental health conceptions of the
American public provide a well-documented source of the overall mental health
conceptualizations, but the synthesis of these surveys provided by Pescosolido et al.
(1996) is problematic. The MMHMGSS is nearly twenty years old and only presents
views based on the DSM by framing the questions within the DSM conceptual
framework. The study assesses whether or not lay people agreed with a biomedical view
of mental illness. It did not explore what actual knowledge outside the biomedical
paradigm the public may have. Missing in the literature is an assessment of both lay and
biomedical cultural knowledge from their perspectives, as well as quantitative
comparisons of the variation between the two.
Professional Mental Health Beliefs
Biomedical Beliefs
Biomedicine is the current paradigm for both medical and psychiatric research
and practice. First, a brief definition of biomedicine and its emphasis on Western
medicine is discussed. Second, biomedicine’s influence on psychiatry is outlined.
Psychiatrists are now the primary mental health professionals to treat mental illness and
psychiatrists have become the gatekeepers for legitimate diagnosis, treatment, and
research (Horwitz 2002). It is important to understand the history and trajectory of
psychiatry to better understand current definitions and treatments.
Biomedicine revolutionized the conceptions and treatments of diseases.
Beginning with Pasteur and Koch, physical diseases were understood to have biological
rather than metaphysical causes. Important drugs, such as insulin and penicillin,
12

developed as a result of the biological understanding of diseases. With the rise of
penicillin came the “conquering” of life-threatening infections, thus cementing
biomedicine’s primacy as the method of researching, diagnosing, and treating diseases in
the Western world (Cockerham 2014).
Contemporary Western medicine is rooted in the biomedical model. The body is
seen as a machine, which led to the view of body parts being “distinct and replaceable”
(Gaines and Davis-Floyd 2004, 98). Treatment for these bodily dysfunctions is almost
entirely biological with drugs or surgery designed to restore normal functioning to bodily
systems (Kleinman and Sung 1979). Biomedical doctors trained to ignore all but the
biological underpinnings of physical conditions see patients through a “…shared,
universalizing gaze…” with their “…professional knowledge and experience as equally
salient regardless of any distinguishing features among their patients” (Willen 2013,
271). Doctors sometimes consider certain other contributing factors, such as
psychological, social, or cultural phenomena, but neither adequately nor often enough
(Alegría et al. 2010; Hahn and Kleinman 1983). What cultural training biomedical
doctors do receive is either insufficient or does not mesh with now social scientists’
consider culture; the culture concept may be generalized and oversimplified, reinforce
stereotypical characters of ethnic populations, and confound social issues, such as
poverty, with cultural issues (Betancourt 2006; Gregg and Saha 2006; Qureshi et al.
2008).
Psychiatry
This section provides an overview of the shift within psychiatry from dynamic to
diagnostic approaches.
13

The psychoanalytical methods of dynamic psychiatry came under fire beginning
in 1960s by social critics, insurance companies, and governmental policies, ultimately
leading to the creation of the DSM-III and the shift to modern psychiatry. Social critics
Thomas Szas, R.D. Lang, and Thomas Scheff were outspoken leaders of the antipsychiatric movement in the 1960s (Busfield 2011). They contended that social upheaval
and personal troubles brought on deviation from socially defined norms, defined as
“mental illnesses.” Mental illnesses were socially constructed and not dysfunctions
within the psyche for psychoanalysis to interpret or bodily malfunctioning organs for
psychiatry to diagnosis (Busfield 2011).
The insurance establishment also questioned the legitimacy of psychoanalysis
beginning the 1960s and 1970s. Insurance companies had long been covering medical
conditions that were discrete, diagnosable, and easily distinguishable organic conditions
with biological causes (pathogens, organ dysfunctions, etc.). The not-so-clearly-defined
mental conditions of dynamic psychiatry were difficult for insurance companies to
categorize for coverage and provide financial support for treatment (Horwitz 2002;
Mayes and Horwitz 2005). The push for mental illness to be more conceptually in line
with already insurable conditions weakened dynamic psychiatry’s prestige and called for
a biomedical orientation of mental illness.
In addition, the governmental policy of deinstitutionalization further weakened
dynamic psychiatry. Deinstitutionalization, the name given to the shift to community
health by states and the Federal government during the 1960s, occurred to reduce
governmental spending and offer better facilities and treatments to the mentally ill. One
reason for deinstitutionalization was the poor treatment of the mentally ill in state run,
14

long-term care facilities (Strand 2011). Deinstitutionalization and community mental
health programs led to a large influx of previously institutionalized individuals into the
public (Horwitz 2002). This influx required a greater number of psychiatrists for support
and treatment. The time it takes to become an expert in dynamic psychiatry and the time
required for psychoanalysis to be effective led to a shortage of qualified psychiatrists to
tend to the influx of patients into the community (Horwitz 2002; Strand 2011).
When psychiatric care shifted from long-term mental health facilities to
community health services, other professionals in the mental health and social work
fields (psychologists, social workers, etc.) were taught basic psychoanalytic tools to fill in
the need left by too few psychiatrists, often at lower cost than psychiatrists (Buchanan
2003; Strand 2011). Because psychoanalysis and psychoanalytical tools did not require a
psychiatric license and, therefore could be accessed and used by non-psychiatrists,
psychiatry had to differentiate itself from psychology and social work. Psychiatry became
the field that defined what mental illnesses are and their treatments (Horwitz 2002;
Mayes and Horwitz 2005; Strand 2011).
Psychiatry established itself in the 1980s as the field to define and treat mental
illnesses by returning to an emphasis on underlying biology, which culminated in the
creation of the DSM-III. Psychiatry had a history of conceptualizing mental illness as
biological before the DSM-III, but was overshadowed by dynamic psychiatry in the
United States (Decker 2007). Emil Kraepelin, considered by many in the late 20th century
to be the father of modern psychiatry, believed that mental illnesses were disease entities
within the mind that were caused by biological dysfunctions within brain chemistry and
its equivalents (Jablensky 2007). Carrying on the legacy of Kraepelin from the 1800s,
15

Neo-Kraepelians like John Feighner crafted the first diagnostic system, the Feighner
Criteria in the 1970s that required a certain number of symptoms to diagnose a mental
illness (Kendler et al. 2009). But it was not until the creation of the DSM-III that mental
illnesses were solidified as organic brain conditions and made wholly biomedical in the
United States. The emphasis on the biology of mental illness and use of diagnostic
criteria to diagnose mental illness has been described as diagnostic psychiatry (Horwitz
2002).
Modern psychiatry is the study of mental illness as biological dysfunctions within
the brain that require medical treatment, such as psychotropic drugs (Schwartz and
Corcoran 2010; Peterson 2010; Cockerham 2014). Deacon (2013) notes that the
biomedical model of mental disorder has three basic tenets:
(a) mental disorders are caused by biological abnormalities principally
located in the brain, (b) there is no meaningful distinction between mental
diseases and physical diseases, and (c) biological treatment is emphasized.
(2).
Today, modern psychiatry with a heavy emphasis on biology has become the
dominant paradigm for mental health and illness in the U.S. (Horwitz 2002). For
example, current psychiatric research of the psychological, emotional, and physical
symptoms of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder focuses on dysfunctional networks of
areas in the brain, such as the frontoparietal control network (Baker et al. 2013).
One of the goals of diagnostic psychiatry is to determine the biological causes for
mental illnesses. But to date, concrete, biological causes for specific mental illnesses
have not been discovered. There are organic states in the brain that are related to mental
illnesses, but tangible, genetic causes and biomarkers have yet to be discovered (Alarcón
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2009; Andreasen 1997; Baker et al. 2013; Horwitz 2002; Merikangas and Kalaydjian
2009). Thus, typical biomedical diagnosis through blood work, biopsy, and bacterial or
viral cultures is not possible, leaving mental illnesses diagnoses based on symptoms
alone.
Biomedical treatments have been successful at helping alleviate mental illness
symptoms despite no concrete biological causes for mental illnesses (Winkleman 2009).
The primary psychiatric treatment regimen, and thus the primary treatment for mental
illness in the United States, is pharmacological therapy Pharmacological therapy is
considered effective when it decreases the severity of symptoms to manageable levels.
The main components of this therapy are psychotropic medication, which work by
affecting neurobiological systems within the brain, more specifically, neurotransmitters
(Surgeon General 1999; Winkleman 2009). A brief overview of neurobiology and the
ways psychopharmacological treatments work is provided.
The principal component of neurobiology is the neuron. Much like the cell in
modern biology, neurobiological research focuses on the components within the neuron,
such as receptors, the synaptic cleft, and neurotransmitters. Pharmacological therapies
focus on neurotransmitters by regulating the amounts that are present for communication
between neurons. Neurotransmitters can work to stimulate neuronal activity within an
area of the brain (agonist), or they can decrease neuronal activity within an area of the
brain (antagonist) (Garret 2015; Kalat 2013; Klein and Thorne 2006; Surgeon General
1999). Psychotropic drugs accomplish this by acting as natural neurotransmitters,
blocking neurotransmitters from activating receptive neurons, or altering the synthesis,
degradation, or neuronal reuptake of neurotransmitters (Surgeon General 1999).
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Table 2.1

Psychotropic Medications and Related Symptoms Treated

Groups
Minor
Tranquilizers
(anxiolytics)
Antipsychotics

Stimulants
Antidepressants
Mood Stabilizers

Symptoms
Anxiety, insomnia,
agitation, seizures, muscle
spasms, alcohol
withdrawals
Schizophrenia, psychosis

Medications
Benzodiazepines

ADD/ADHD

Dextroamphetamine methylphenidate

Typical antipsychotics
(Phenothiazine, Butrophenones, Thioxanthenes)
Atypical antipsychotics
(dibenzoxazepine, thienobenzodiazepine,
benzisoxazole)
Monoamine oxidase inhibitors, tricyclic
antidepressants, heterocyclic antidepressants,
Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors
Lithium, Cabamazepine, Valproate, Atypical
Antipsychotics

Depression, Anxiety
Mania, bipolar disorder,
rapid cycling

(Lieberman and Tasman 2006; Rogers and Pilgrim 2014; Sadock and Sadock 2007;
Surgeon General 1999)

Psychotropic drugs are typically classified by the symptoms they alleviate and the
conditions they are used to treat (Sadock and Sadock 2007). The common families of
psychotropic drugs are minor tranquilizers (anxiolytics), antipsychotics, antidepressants,
stimulants, and mood stabilizers (Lieberman and Tasman 2006; Rogers and Pilgrim 2014;
Sadock and Sadock 2007; Surgeon General 1999). Table 2.1 presents the separate groups
of psychotropic drugs, the symptoms they treat, and examples of medications.
The biomedical model has become the dominant method of diagnosis, treatment,
and research of mental illness. Beginning in the 1980s, the field of psychiatry shifted
from psychodynamic to diagnostic psychiatry. Biomedicine and psychiatry attempted to
define themselves as culturally neutral, but cultural aspects of mental illnesses were
addressed to some degree and codified in the DSM. From the 4th edition onward, DSMs
have added sections highlighting the cultural aspects of mental illnesses for clinicians to
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address, but sometimes placed in an Appendix. There were brief and sterile overviews for
the cultural aspects for each illness, as well as a chapter describing the importance of
culture for mental illnesses and a questionnaire to assess cultural aspects of mental
illnesses in the DSM-5 with no mention of different culturally influenced symptoms in
the list of codified symptoms required for a diagnosis, however, and the questionnaire
used to assess cultural influences leaves to clinicians to decide its use during diagnosis.
The research discussed here indicates that culture is not considered in this biomedical
paradigm, which is one major critique of this approach to mental illness.
Social Science Perspectives
The social sciences provide an essential critique of biomedicine in general and
mental illness in particular. One of the major pillars of biomedicine is the belief that it is
culturally neutral (Gaines and Davis-Floyd 2004). Biomedical training “systematically
blinds” biomedical professionals to all but the biological underpinnings of the condition
(Kleinman and Sung 1979, 8). But, to the contrary, some scholars have indicated that
biomedicine and psychiatry form their own cultures, which define individual diagnosable
symptoms and symptom clusters that are mental illnesses, identify the proper interactions
between doctors and patients, and create treatment regimens (Devereux 1961; Gaines
1992).
Biomedicine is a subculture of the dominant sociocultural system within which it
is placed, both influenced by and influencing the prevailing culture (Payer 1996). For
example, a comparison of biomedical practices in Germany, France, and England found
that the causes, symptoms, and diagnoses of disease conditions are dependent on cultural
aspects of the sociocultural systems of those separate countries. Biomedical professionals
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and the lay public in Germany are “characterized by [their] preoccupation with the heart”
(Payer 1990, 39). When West German and American physicians followed the West
German criteria for abnormal heart rhythms and examined the same EKG, 40 percent of
German physicians diagnosed a heart problem, compared to only five percent of
American physicians (Payer 1990). Some heart conditions diagnosed in West Germany
had no equivalents in the U.S. and other European countries, but were also not considered
biomedical diseases there (Payer 1990). West German physicians have posited the
emphasis on the heart is a vestige of Germanic literature, which has figures “who
grappled with ailments of the heart” (Payer 1990, 39). The medical system of France is
less focused on germs and germ theory than on shoring up terrain, the bodily constitution
in the form of immunity (Payer 1990, 39). The English medical system has higher
thresholds than the American medical system for the diagnoses of certain conditions.
American physicians treat and diagnose high cholesterol 75 deciliters below that of their
English counterparts (Payer 1990, 41). The higher threshold for English diseases may
derive from the historical tradition of empirical philosophy and research (Payer 1990).
These examples demonstrate that there is no single biomedicine across these Western
countries. Instead, there are many biomedicines all influenced by the larger social cultural
systems. Biomedicine is not completely objective and is a prime subject for social science
research.
Modern psychiatry is described as being culturally neutral, but is actually
significantly affected by larger sociocultural systems. Changes in conditions considered
mental illnesses correspond to cultural shifts. For example, homosexuality, once
considered a diagnosable mental condition, is no longer included as a mental illness
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within the construct of the DSM. For something to be considered a disorder under the
DSM, it must “…regularly cause subjective distress, or regularly associated with some
generalized impairment in social effectiveness or functioning” (American Psychiatric
Association 1973, 2). However, only after a shift in both public and biomedical beliefs
about homosexuality was it removed from the DSM list of mental illnesses.
Other psychiatric conditions have been brought under biomedicine and the care of
medical professionals (i.e., medicalized) or have been removed from the care of medical
professionals to some degree (i.e., demedicalized) associated with sociocultural shifts.
The use of common stimulants, not addictive behavior in the past, is now medicalized as
the DSM-5 lists caffeine usage as a drug addiction, known as caffeine use disorder
(Wakefield 2013). Changes in diagnoses are bound to shifts in sociocultural systems. It
was not the biological underpinnings of homosexuality that caused the shift away from a
diagnosis; it was public and biomedical personnel perceptions. In a biomedical system,
caffeine use affects the body the same way whether diagnosed as a mental illness or not.
It was the swing in the sociocultural system of mental health professionals that saw
caffeine use as indicative of a mental illness and that it should be medicalized. Changes
in both lay and professional cultures are the underlying reasons for these changes.
Culture also affects the psychiatric defined clusters of symptoms required for a
diagnosis of a mental illness. Cooper et al.’s (1972) study illuminated how the biomedical
definition of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder within the U.S. and U.K. saw U.S.
mental health professionals including many more conditions as being signs of
schizophrenia than their U.K. counterparts. In 2000, a diagnosis of major depression in
the United States required five or more symptoms during the same two-week period
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(American Psychiatric Association 2000, 356). But the valid criteria for the diagnosis of
major depression within the United States (e.g., depressed mood most of the day,
diminished interest or pleasure in things that were once pleasurable, weight loss or weight
gain) are not valid criteria for mental illness in other sociocultural systems around the
world (for full list see American Psychiatric Association 2000, 356). A World Health
Organization study found that physical symptoms ranged from 45 to 95 percent with an
overall prevalence of 69 percent within patients diagnosed with major depression in the
surveyed countries (Simon et al. 1999, 1331). Physical signs of depression were pain and
fatigue in Canada. Dizziness, chest pains, and back pain were found in first generation
Latino and Asian Americans in the United States (Bauer et al. 2012, 1129; Kirmayer
2001). Though common across the globe, the physical embodiment of depression is not
the culturally “correct” way to present symptoms in the United States. Both lay and
medical professionals in the U.S. place more emphasis on mood and emotion than other
countries around the world. Therefore, the likelihood of individuals receiving proper
diagnosis and treatment from a mental health professional in the United States when they
present with physical symptoms is higher.
Social scientists have studied how sociocultural issues influence mental illness
and mental health under a variety of names such as: abnormal behavior, personality
studies, deviant behavior, mental health and mental illness. But, at the core of many of
the social sciences, the goal is to understand how sociocultural variables affect mental
illness in the lives of professionals and the lay public, including how both understand
mental illness in their own conceptual ways. Each academic field has its own theories and
methods and studies different facets of mental illness and mental health conceptions.
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These theories and methods are discussed here to understand mental illness conceptions
more fully and show where improvements can be made. Four social sciences that have
made significant contributions to both professional and lay conceptualizations of mental
illness are reviewed: a) sociology, b) ethnopsychiatry, c) psychology, and d)
anthropology.
Sociology
The sociological study of mental health is geared towards the macro level of
society rather than the individual (Cockerham 2014). Here, the focus on society
dominates the mental health literature and has been very influential (Kessler et al. 1994;
Kessler et al. 2005a, Kessler et al. 2005b). Class, socioeconomic status, and age groups
are just a few categories sociologists use to study mental health (Cockerham 2014). Four
common sociological theories of the causes of mental illness are stress, structural strain,
labeling, and attribution theories (Cockernam 2014; Haslam 2003; Thoits 2010). Stress
theorists posit that both acute and chronic physical and emotional vulnerability come
from having a person’s coping resources overtaxed (Thoits 2010). Structural strain
theorists hypothesize that stressors that cause illnesses are built into the organizational
aspects of society. Health disparities and mental illnesses are caused by structural
deficiencies, such as poverty, in the systemic components of society. Labeling theorists
argue that “people who are labeled as deviant and treated as deviant become deviant”
(Thoits 2010, 120, emphasis added). In labeling theory, mental illnesses are seen as
behaviors that deviate from the social norm. If the deviant behaviors occur frequently,
then the individuals may be designated “mentally ill” (Thoits 2010, 119).
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Attributional theorists focus on what causes mental illnesses and less on how
mental illnesses are defined (Haslam 2003). They research how individuals understand
the causes of their own behaviors and the behaviors of others (Wheaton 1980). Wheaton
(1980) proposed three components of attribution theory: 1) distinctiveness of the person’s
beliefs, 2) the consistency of the person’s beliefs, and 3) the consensus belief of the
group. Individuals use these three components to construct their “subjective causal
inferences” and how they “attain a sense of valid knowledge about the world” (Wheaton
1980, 105). Whether a mental illness is considered biological or the result of emotional
troubles or whether the mentally ill are considered violently dangerous or not depends
upon the individual’s belief, the consistency of that belief, and the consensus of the group
within which they are located. Attributional theorists recognize the influence of society
on understanding mental illness. However, they do not consider the role of culture in
understanding, treating, or even creating mental illnesses.
Social support and the sociality of mental health and illness have been
cornerstones of much sociological research. In his seminal work Suicide: A Study in
Sociology, Durkheim (1879) highlighted just how integral being a part of a social group
is to a person’s mental wellbeing (Berkman et al. 2000). But despite being very
influential in mental health research, the social support concept has been difficult to
define. It has been operationalized “social bonds, social integration, and primary group
relations”, (Turner and Brown 2010, 201), social relationships and their features that
include supportive resources and behaviors that meet a subjective positive appraisal
(Turner and Turner 2013), and “information leading to the subject to believe that he or
she is cared for, esteemed, and a member of a network of communication and mutual
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obligation” (Leavey 1983, 4). Social support has been demarcated into two separate but
not mutually exclusive domains: perceived social support, or the individual’s subjective
beliefs about the type and quality of social support he or she receives, and structural or
material support, such as social connections, social ties, and the types of networks the
person can activate when stressed (Leavy 1983; Thoits 2011; Turner and Brown 2010;
Turner and Turner 2013).
The relationship between social support and mental health has been a prominent
area of study over the years, and the results are clear: social support has an effect on
mental health and mental wellbeing (Bovier et al. 2004; Holahan and Moos 1981;
Kawachi and Berkman 2001; Leavy 1983; Thoits 2011; Turner 1981). The buffering
hypothesis provides one explanation for this connection. It posits that social support
buffers the deleterious effects of stress, thus mitigating stressors’ effects on a person’s
physical and mental health (Cassel 1976; Thoits 1986, 2011; Turner and Brown 2010;
Turner and Turner 2013). Researchers have devised three key features to assess the
buffering hypothesis: 1) social support influences mental wellbeing regardless of the
stress level at the time, 2) the importance of social support goes up when stress levels are
high, and 3) point 1 and point 2 vary based on the type of social support and the groups
that are being investigated (Turner and Brown 2010, 208-209).
Ethnopsychiatry
Ethnopsychiatry is both a model for lay conceptualizations and an academic area
of study, and its applications and academic history is outlined here. Ethnopsychiatry
began with George Devereux (1961) and was defined as:
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…the systematic study of psychiatric theories and practices of a primitive tribe.
Its primary focus is then the exploration of (a) culture that pertains to mental
derangements, as (locally) understood. In this sense, (it) is comparable in its
origination to monographs entitled, e.g., ‘ethnobotany’ or ‘ethnogeography’ that
deal respectively with the botanical or geographical ideas, beliefs, and practices of
some aboriginal group, but are primarily contributions to anthropology rather than
to botany or geography” (Devereux 1961,1).
Ethnopsychiatry was described as “theoretical, descriptive, and explanatory”
(Nathan N.D.). Ethnopsychiatrists believe that every aspect of mental illnesses,
from defining symptoms to treatment depends on cultural context (Gadit 2003;
Littlewood 2009).
Beginning in the late 1960s, the field became known as cross-cultural or
transcultural psychiatry (Gaines 1992, 4). The goals of most transcultural psychiatrists
were the study of immigration and mental illness and the comparison of these between
non-western and western societies (Kirmayer 2007). H.B.M. Murphy and his associates
at McGill University performed one of the earliest cross-cultural studies on
schizophrenia. This study showed that the sociocultural systems the schizophrenic lives
within determine the most basic aspects of the course of the illness, such as whether that
instance of schizophrenia develops into catatonic schizophrenia or paranoid
schizophrenia (Tseng 2007).
Ethnopsychiatry began to shift during the 1970s due to researchers focusing on
the sociocultural underpinnings of mental illnesses. There was a call for cross-cultural
psychiatrists to develop a closer link with anthropology and to utilize the field’s
conceptual models of culture and ethnographic methods to better understand mental
illnesses. This synthesis of ideas and methodologies culminated in the rise of the “new
cross-cultural psychiatry” (Kirmayer 2006; Kleinman et al. 1978).
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Ethnopsychiatry was influenced by the humanist turn in anthropology of the
1970s and cultural constructivism. Armed with cultural anthropological tools,
ethnopsychiatry was referred to as the “new ethnopsychiatry” (Gaines 1992). The “new
ethnopsychiatry” considered all medical systems as “ethnomedicines.” Ethnomedicines
are cultural systems of disease and illness management (Gaines 1992). Biomedicine is
one such ethnomedicine influenced by the dominant cultural beliefs and practices of
larger sociocultural systems.
Cultural constructivism was a reaction to the overemphasis of Marxist and
materialist ideas of political and economic determinism to health (Gaines 1992).
Capitalism, social class, and lack of resources or lack of control of resources were seen as
the causes for ill health by Marxists (Nguyen and Peschard 2003). Structural strain
theorists within sociology emphasize that mental illnesses are created and sustained by
these political and economic forces. Cultural constructivists claimed Marxist theorists
focused too heavily on the macro-system, power, political and economic control, and the
creation of disease, and not on people (Gaines 1991). The goal of the cultural
constructivist was the “…humanization of Marxist thought with the ‘sensitivity and
(human-centered) awareness’…” of medical anthropology (Gaines 1991, 227).
Cultural constructivism highlights four distinct assumptions that are either
nonexistent in or believed false by biomedicine (Gaines 1991, 1992). These assumptions
are key features of ethnomedicines and the conceptualization of ethnopsychiatries. The
four assumptions are: 1) ethnomedical knowledge is problematic; it is not natural and is
completely created by cultural systems; 2) ethnomedical systems are unfinished products
because they cannot be understood without the historical context of the societies within
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which they are found; 3) ethnomedical systems are cultural expressions; 4)
ethnomedicines concern human experience and the realities they create (Gaines 1991,
1992). Ethnomedicines are essentially artifacts of the culture within which they are
embedded. One of its major concerns is how individuals experience illness, unlike
biomedicine and sociological work on mental illness.
The folk psychiatric model developed within the ethnopsychiatric framework, and
focuses on lay conceptualizations of mental illness (Haslam 2003, 2005). One hypothesis
is that individuals create ideas about mental illness in four distinct, though not exclusive,
behaviors: pathologizing, moralizing, medicalizing, and psychologizing (Haslam 2003,
2005). Pathologizing is the precursor for the other three and occurs when the actions or
behaviors are deemed deviant. How often the deviant behaviors occur, the inability to
comprehend them, and whether the cause of the behavior is due to internal dysfunctions
or responses to external stimuli are all aspects of pathologizing. The other three elements
are viewed as explanations for the underlying deviance of a behavior. Moralizing occurs
when behaviors are deemed controllable and therefore, “intentional and undesirable” and
the result of “bad intentions” (Haslam 2003, 627). Medicalizing a behavior is attributing
the pathologized behavior to some underlying medical condition. Psychologizing is
making sense of deviance through psychological concepts such as emotions, mechanistic
in nature, and non-rational, occurring at an unconscious level (Haslam 2005). Four
requirements for behaviors to be psychologized are: 1) based on psychological concepts,
2) unintentional, caused by dysfunctional mechanisms, 3) some causal history, such as
personality traits or social learning experiences, and 4) emotions are often used to
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counteract or even supersede rational intentions (Haslam 2003, 2005; Haslam et al.
2007).
Sociology and ethnopsychiatry are two social science fields that have made
mental health and mental illness a topic of study, both of the sub-disciplines have their
weaknesses. Sociology takes an overview look at mental illness; society is its main focus,
with large social groups based on gender, age, or socioeconomic status. How people
conceptualize mental illness is not as important has who has mental illness, why they
have mental illness, and how mental illness affects social groups. Ethnopsychiatry has the
explicit goal to understand mental illness by focusing on how people conceive of mental
illness. One of the major models for ethnopsychiatric research, the folk psychiatric
model, may fall into the same culturally bound problems that afflict biomedicine; the four
methods for understanding actions make sense in Western contexts within which studies
have been done, but their applicability within non-western contexts has been less studied
(Haslam et al. 2007). Ethnopsychiatry developed the imperative to be applicable in all
human societies from anthropological thought and a focus on anthropological concepts,
such as cultural constructivism and ethnography. The importance of anthropology on the
study cultural systems of mental illness conceptualizations cannot be understated.
Psychology
Psychology is the study of the mind with the goal of understanding individuals’
behavior (American Psychological Association 2014a). Psychologists achieve this
through theoretical and applied research. Theoretical work on mental states and behavior
is accomplished by developing hypotheses and testing them through “observation,
experimentation, and analysis” (American Psychological Association 2014b). Applied
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psychologists focus on individuals and communities by applying the theoretical
knowledge of their field to help people (American Psychological Association 2014b).
Treatments within psychology are heavily focused on symptomology, and
because of this the importance of symptoms for the designation of mental illnesses cannot
be understated. Psychologists follow the Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and its biomedical emphasis. The
main form of psychological treatment is psychotherapy.
Psychotherapy shares a similar goal of alleviating of mental health problems to
allow the individual to function fully in society with psychopharmacology (Surgeon
General 1994). But whereas psychopharmacology attempts to achieve this through
psychotropic drugs that alter the level of neurotransmitters or neuronal architecture
within the brain, psychotherapy attempts to mitigate symptoms through communication,
understanding, and learning (Rogers and Pilgrim 2014; Surgeon General 1994). The key
feature of these therapies and critical to the therapeutic process is the relationship
between the patient and the therapist (Bernstein and Nash 2002; Sommer-Flanagan
2004). Psychotherapists attempt to modify the thinking, feelings, and behaviors of their
patients through the verbal exchange of expert narratives (Rogers and Pilgrim 2014).
Expert narratives are based on the theoretical orientation or orientations of the
psychotherapist and are presented to the patient (Bernstein and Nash 2002; Rogers and
Pilgrim 2014). Though there are many different theoretical orientations within
psychotherapy (for a summary of twelve major theoretical perspectives, see SommersFlanagan and Sommers-Flanagan 2004, 23-25), they are all classifiable under three broad
orientations: psychodynamic, behavioral, and humanistic (Surgeon General 1994, 65).
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The psychodynamic orientation is the general name for a group of therapies that
consist of psychoanalysis (developed by Freud and the oldest of the group), ego
psychology, object relations theory, interpersonal psychology, and self-psychology
(Rogers and Pilgrim 2014; Surgeon General 1994). The goal of all of these is to
understand behaviors as the results of experiences housed in the unconscious mind
(Bernstein and Nash 2002; Rogers and Pilgrim 2014; Sommers-Flanagan and SommersFlanagan 2004; Surgeon General 1995). Psychodynamic theories work on a continuum
from normal to abnormal, thus theorizing that everyone is suffering from some varying
degrees of pathology (Rogers and Pilgrim 2014; Sommers-Flanagan and SommersFlanagan 2004). A person can only shift their symptoms and behaviors by becoming
more self-aware of these psychic forces through the interaction and guidance of the
psychotherapist.
Behavioral psychotherapies have undergone a transformation since their
inception. The original behavioral therapeutic processes focused on correcting behaviors
and were a reaction to the dominance of cognitive theories, such as psychodynamic
theory (Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan 2004; Surgeon General 1999). The
ascendancy of behaviors over cognition was heavily based on B. F. Skinner’s work on the
“power of positive reinforcement, negative reinforcement, punishment, and stimulus
control in the modification of animal behavior” (Sommers-Flanagan and SommersFlanagan 2004, 218). The original goal of behaviorism was to replace maladaptive
behaviors with adaptive behaviors through learned conditioning (Bernstein and Nash
2002; Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan 2004; Surgeon General 1999).
However, more recently behavioral and cognitive therapies have combined methods to
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form cognitive-behavioral therapy. Not only are the behaviors of the patient important,
but what the patients think and feel must also be addressed (Sommers-Flanagan and
Sommers-Flanagan 2004; Surgeon General 1999). Cognitive behavioral therapy “strives
to alter faulty cognitions and replace them with thoughts and self-statements that promote
adaptive behavior” (Surgeon General 1999, 67).
The humanistic orientation houses many different theoretical therapies, such as
experiential, gestalt, person-centered, and existential therapies (Sommers-Flanagan and
Sommers-Flanagan 2004; Surgeon General 1999). The immediate, subjective experiences
of people, the “ontological experiences” (Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan
2004, 142), are the focus of humanistic oriented therapies (Surgeon General 1999;
Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan 2004). Self-awareness and selfunderstanding are cultivated within the patient to in order to provide future development
of a “unified, self-aware, and self-accepting” person (Bernstein and Nash 2002, 457;
Sommers-Flanagan and Sommers-Flanagan 2004; Surgeon General 1999).
Anthropology
Anthropology has a history of studying sociocultural systems and their influence
on both physical and mental illnesses. Anthropologists have shown that culture
significantly affects how people experience and express illnesses (Kleinman 1981, 1988a;
Horwitz 2002; Littlewood 2002; Lopez and Guarnaccia 2000). The theoretical and
methodological paradigms for researching and understanding this influence on mental
illness have changed over the decades. A brief history of the anthropological study of
mental illness is presented, beginning with the subfield of psychological anthropology.
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This subfield has studied how culture influences the mental composition of individuals by
using psychological concepts and methodologies.
Early psychological anthropologists, like Kardiner and Linton, used the concept
of personality as their focus. Personality was defined as the “integration of an
individual’s perceptions, motives, cognitions, and behavior within a sociocultural matrix”
(Bock 1994, xiv). Researchers viewed personality as the key to understanding behaviors.
As such, mental illnesses were seen as an “…integral part of a family system, an ethnic
community, a national identity, and even a planetary ecology” (Bock 1994, xiv). As the
field matured, the focus shifted from personalities to mental illnesses, cognition, and
behavioral studies (Bock 1994, xiv).
The culture and personality school developed from 1920 to 1945 as
anthropologists were influenced heavily by the works of Freud, and leading prominent
anthropologists such as Malinowski, Mead, and Benedict sought to test Freud’s
psychoanalytical concepts cross-culturally. Malinowski tested Freud’s oedipal complex
in the Trobriand Islands and Mead assessed the psychological assumptions of puberty and
adolescence in Samoa (Piker 1994). Though Malinowski’s research had methodological
flaws (Piker 1994), it highlighted the need for the validity of testing psychoanalytical
concepts (Piker 1994). Mead’s work in Samoa also emphasized the need for the
anthropological validation of psychological concepts (Piker 1994). This research exposed
ethnocentrism in these concepts, thus allowing researchers to address and refine them
accordingly. In order to discover valid general laws of human psychological concepts,
tests “among people of contrasting cultural backgrounds” were necessary (Fischer 1965,
216). Cross-cultural validation and the study of psychological concepts on a larger scale
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became the focus of psychological anthropology in the 1940s, culminating in the national
character and national character studies. Works like Benedict’s The Chrysanthemum and
the Sword: Patterns of Japanese Culture heralded research that developed cultural and
psychological characteristic traits for entire nations (Fischer 1965; LeVine 1963; Pelto
1965; Piker 1994).
National character studies fell out of favor in academic circles in the early 1950s.
Psychological anthropology then shifted its focus towards cross-cultural statistical studies
(Pelto 1965). Interest turned from broad national characteristics to assessing the
psychological significance of customs and institutions. The assessments involved the
study of individuals who deviate from social norms, the examination of “the relevance of
human cultural behavior for various psychological theories,” and may have used “only a
segment of society” as the population of study instead of entire nations (Fischer 1965,
211-212). By the late 1950s and 1960s, psychological anthropology began to focus on
cognition and perceptions, culminating in the development of cognitive anthropology
(D’Andrade 1995).
Many anthropologists and other social scientists feel that the emphasis on
medicalization of mental illness has hindered research, treatment, and outcomes by
focusing only on the biology of dysfunction and not its sociocultural underpinnings
(Eaton et al. 2010; Horwitz 2002; Lennon and Limonic 2010; Littlewood 2002; Thoits
2010; Wheaton and Montazer 2010). For example, Dressler and others have shown that
physical and mental health is intimately tied to social interactions and adherence to
cultural expectations (Dressler et al. 1998, 2012; Dressler and Oths 1997). Kleinman
(1988a, 1988b) reminds both anthropologists and medical professionals that the
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conceptions of illness, the somatization and symptoms, and proper treatment are linked to
culture and cultural practices.
An example of how culture affects mental illness is the posited link between the
American culture of work and bipolar disorders. Martin (2007) hypothesizes that the
American culture of employment and work is built on the decline of the “moving
assembly line” in a postindustrial nation, the need for workers to be more flexible, and
the need for workers to easily change careers. This emphasis on change, whether it is
continually shifting jobs or changing careers, is postulated to be one sociocultural cause
for the rise of bipolar disorder within America (Martin 2007, 40-41).
Anthropologists have engaged in the study of mental health throughout the
discipline’s history. Anthropologists have shown that culture significantly affects how
people experience and express both physical and mental illness (Horwitz 2002; Kleinman
1981, 1988a; Littlewood 2002; Lopez and Guarnaccia 2000). One major subfield
studying mental health and illness was psychological anthropology (Fischer 1965; Pelto
1965). During the psychological anthropological research of the 1960s, psychodynamic
theory and psychoanalysis were the cornerstones of research methodology (Piker 1994).
But many anthropologists turned away from these methods by the 1980s. New research
methodologies were developed, such as cross-cultural methods that provided statistical
significance testing and cognitive modeling techniques (Casson 1994; Schlegel 1994).
Methodologies and Research Tools for Mental Illness Conceptualizations
The social sciences have fielded multiple theories of both lay and professional
conceptions of mental illness. The focus will now be on the different methodologies and
research tools that have been used in the social sciences to study mental illness
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conceptions of both lay and biomedical personnel. These are briefly outlined with
emphasis on their strengths and weaknesses. The methodologies and research tools have
been broken into two sections: biomedical conceptualizations of mental illness and lay
conceptualizations of mental illness.
Biomedical Conceptualizations – Biomedical Research Methods
A principle that has been used in a majority of sociological surveys is mental
health literacy (Jorm 2000; Jorm et al. 1997). Mental health literacy is “the knowledge
and beliefs about mental disorders which aid in their recognition, management, or
prevention” (Jorm et al. 1997, 182). This encompasses the “ability to recognize specific
disorders; knowing how to seek mental health information; knowledge of risk factors and
causes, of self-treatments, and of professional help available; and attitudes that promote
the recognition and appropriate help-seeking” (Jorm et al. 1997, 182). Mental health
literacy is operationalized by using the DSM or the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD) to create questions about disorders, assess the public’s knowledge of
mental illnesses, and determine how much they know about these codified conditions.
Essentially, this methodology assesses how fluent lay individuals are in the professional,
biomedical model of mental illness, but does not explore lay understandings of mental
illness. Research that uses mental health literacy has been conducted across the world
(Furnham and Dadabhoy 2012; Goldney; Hart et al. 2011; Jorm et al. 1997; Kermode et
al. 2009; Reavley and Jorm 2011).
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Lay Conceptualizations – Ethnopsychiatric Methods
Explanatory Models (EMs) were developed during the 1980s for the field of
ethnopsychiatry and have influenced both medical anthropology and, to a lesser degree,
psychiatry. EMs are “explanations of sickness and treatment to guide choices among
available therapies and therapists and to cast personal and social meaning on the
experience of sickness” (Kleinman 1980, 105). They are created by people and culturally
salient healers and separate the “natural history of illness” that is socially and culturally
created from the “natural history of disease” that is the biological reactions (Kleinman
1980, 105-107). EMs have five characteristics that they explain: “1) etiology; 2) time and
mode of onset of symptoms; 3) pathophysiology; 4) course of sickness; and 5) treatment”
(Kleinman 1980, 105-107).
The five characteristics of the natural history of illnesses comprised one of the
earliest operationalized methodologies for ethnopsychiatry and have led to a wide array
of tools and surveys used across the world. All of these tools aim to elicit how individuals
understand what is wrong them. Three of the most common methodological tools that
used are the Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue (EMIC), Short Explanatory Model
Interview (SEMI), and Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ). Each will be discussed
briefly.
The Explanatory Model Interview Catalogue (EMIC) is a semi-structured
interview that requires pretesting in the specific cultural area to provide the salient
content for predetermined categories. EMIC gathers both quantitative and qualitative
data, but its focus is on qualitative, narrative data that illustrates the conceptions of
mental illness of the population (Weiss 2001; Weiss et al. 1992). The general outline of
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the EMIC method focuses on three broad categories: patterns of distress, perceived
causes, and help-seeking (Weiss 2001). It was used to examine both leprosy and mental
health in India (Bhui and Bhugra 2002; Grover et al. 2012; Schaetti et al. 2010; Yeung et
al. 2004). One of the major critiques of the EMIC interview schedule is the length of time
it takes to complete it (Bhui and Bhugra 2002; Coutu et al. 2008).
A shorter interview based on the EMIC called the Short Explanatory Model
Interview (SEMI) (Mirza et al. 2006). SEMI’s relative brevity made it easier to use in
clinical settings. It was easy to train non-professional individuals to work with it, readily
translatable into other languages to train both professional and non-professional
individuals with different backgrounds, and included both qualitative and quantitative
data (Mirza et al. 2006). The SEMI interview schedule has been used across the globe to
assess lay conceptions of mental illnesses (Charles et al. 2007; Das et al. 2006;
Sathyaseelan et al. 2003; Shankar et al. 2006).
The last method of eliciting folk conceptions of mental illness is the Illness
Perception Questionnaire (IPQ). Originally designed to assess physical conditions, the
IPQ was adapted for mental illness research in the 1990s (Weinman et al. 1996). Five
point scales are used to score five aspects of the mental illness: identity, cause, time-line,
consequences, and cure control. The creators define how each of the different sections
should be analyzed (Weinman et al. 1996). This instrument allows for both qualitative
and quantitative analysis but also requires a more thorough pretesting to provide the
content for each of its five point scales, such as what illness is being researched, and what
is believed to be the causes of that illness (Weinman et al. 1996). Unlike the EMIC and
SEMI, which provide the symptoms, causes, time line, consequences, and cure control,
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the IPQ is merely a framework for gathering, coding, and analyzing data for statistical
testing (Weinman et al. 1996). It can be administered to larger samples that would
otherwise be unwieldy for more emic assessments (Weinman et al. 1996). The IPQ has
been revised (Moss-Morris et al. 2002) and shortened (Broadbent et al. 2006) to better
assess cognitive and emotional aspects of physical disorders, such as identity of the
illness, consequences of the illness, and emotional response to the illness (Broadbent et
al. 2006, 635). The use of these tools contributes to the understanding of mental illness
conceptions in various ways. The EMIC and SEMI are heavily qualitative and do not
lend themselves readily to statistical analysis. The IPQ provides more quantitative data,
but at the expense of a more qualitative perspective.
Theoretical Approach Applied in This Project
Cognitive anthropological theory is “the study of the relation between human
society and human thought” (D’Andrade 1995, 1). Unlike other cognitive sciences, such
as cognitive psychology, cognitive anthropology’s goals are to “understand how culture
happens” and explore “collective understandings” of groups (Boster 2005, 93). Cognitive
anthropologists define culture as shared knowledge between individuals and have
operationalized this knowledge into “cultural models.” Cultural models are shared, yet
personalized propositions of the world that are used to solve a problem (D’Andrade
1995). It is assumed that cultural models affect how individuals think and how they
behave (Dressler et al. 2012). One methodological developed to assess the shared
knowledge of a population at large has been CCA.
CCA, developed by Romney et al. (1986), assesses shared knowledge among
participants and determines if the knowledge is shared enough to say that a single shared
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cultural model exists. It also estimates cultural competence, or how well individuals
know the model, as well as provides a weighted, culturally “correct” answer key of
responses to each question (Garro 2000). Further tests with CCA are also possible, such
as determining how closely behavior conforms to the cultural model, known as cultural
consonance (Dressler and Bindon 2000). Low cultural consonance has been shown to
have negative effects on the physical and psychological wellbeing of individuals (;
Copeland n.d.; Dressler and Bindon 2000; Dressler et al. 1998, 2012).
CCA has been used to assess lay versus professional medical conceptions and the
intracultural variation between lay and professional groups for a number of medical
conditions. Garro (1986) compared the curing knowledge of traditional healers and
noncurers, as well as lay conceptions of high blood pressure among an Ojibwa
community in Canada (Garro 1988). Chavez et al. (1995, 2001) assessed the differences
between biomedical and lay conceptions of cervical and breast cancer in Latina and
Anglo women. The underlying principle that CCA can assess the differences between lay
and professionals conceptions for physical diseases can also be applied to mental
illnesses. CCA has not been used to assess a cultural model of mental illness in
Mississippi nor has it been used to compare the lay cultural model versus the professional
model of mental illnesses in the United States.
How a cultural group conceptualizes every aspect of illness, from proper causes,
expected symptoms, and successful treatments, has a direct effect upon the biology and
physiology of the individual (Dressler and Oths 1997; Joralemon 2010; Wiley and Allen
2013). Biocultural theory highlights how humans are simultaneously biological and
cultural beings and that the diseases and illnesses from which humans suffer are similarly
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biologically and culturally entwined, as well as demanding that the biological, social, and
cultural be taken into account when doing research (Bindon 2007; Dressler 1993, 1995,
2005; Dressler et al. 2015; Leatherman 2005).
Mental health and illness are excellent conditions to be examined by a biocultural
theoretical perspective. Mental health and illness are at once both cultural and biological
(Charney and Nestler 2009; Kirmayer 2001, 2006, 2007; Martin 2007). In his work
Madness and Civilization: A History of Insanity in the Age of Reason, Foucault (1988)
examines how madness, once tolerated or ignored, was socially and culturally
reconstructed into an entity that first needed to be confined and controlled, then cured or
corrected, and lastly treated properly from the 16th to 18th centuries. Within these
different eras, Foucault posits that the experience of madness is created, sustained, and
morally determined by society (Foucault 1988).
Mental illnesses also have biological underpinnings, as discussed previously.
Scholars of cognitive neuroscience have developed a new perspective to break the heavy
reliance on the biological in biomedical studies of mental health named the 4EA
approach, which understands the mind to be “embodied, embedded, enacted, extended,
and affective” (Choudhury and Slaby 2012, 10). This approach “assumes that mental
processes are understood as constitutively embodied and environmentally embedded such
that they cannot be properly characterized without reference to their bodily dimensions
and relations to the physical and social environment” (Choudhury and Slaby 2012, 11).
Other approaches within the mental health fields that have also highlighted the
biocultural natural of mental health and illness are the biopsychosocial model (Engel
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1977), the extended mind (Slaby and Gallagher 2015), and cultural cognition (Tomasello
et al. 2005) to name a few.
This thesis adds to the literature on assessing cultural understandings of mental
illness by using cultural consensus analysis (CCA). Three main features of CCA
distinguish it from the other research frameworks presented: statistical analysis, lack of a
priori assumptions, and the ability to examine group knowledge in greater detail.
Statistical analysis is used in every phase of CCA to add to its quantitative analytical
power. EMIC and SEMI work strictly from raw data and are limited to the statistical
analyses they can use, such as correlational analysis and relationship tests (Weiss 2001,
19). CCA provides methods such as determining culturally relevant terms and the
salience of these terms, presenting visual representations of the model, assessing the
amount of shared of cultural knowledge, and producing a weighted culturally “correct”
answer key (Romney et al. 1986; Weller 2007). CCA uses terms generated by
participants in their own words, thus it is better able to determine an emic perspective
than the IPQ.
The second feature that differentiates CCA from the other tools discussed above is
a lack of a priori assumptions. The EMIC, SEMI, and IPQ examine distinct categories
(Weiss 2001, 16). These predetermined categories assume that what they represent is
important to the individual. This tool also assumes that each category is known by the
individual. CCA does not assume everyone knows or shares the same knowledge of the
predetermined categories, such as the cause, symptoms, or course of the illness. It allows
participants to determine which of the categories are salient. For example, causes of a
condition may not be as salient as other features, but if the researcher chooses to focus on
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causes a priori, then other possibly more important aspects may be lost or ignored. CCA
allows for the exploration of intracultural variability. Once a model is assessed, CCA
provides individual scores for how well each person knows the cultural model, known as
cultural competence. This thesis uses this mixed methods approach to assess whether or
not there is enough shared knowledge for a single, shared cultural model. It also explores
intracultural variation of mental illness conceptualizations within and across lay and
professional groups.
Conclusion
Multiple theories and models for researching and understanding how nonprofessional individuals conceptualize mental illnesses have been discussed here. The
folk psychiatry model sees lay conceptualization of mental illness as falling within four
different categories: pathologizing, moralizing, medicalizing, and psychologizing.
Though some evidence has been presented to support these four categories (Levi and
Haslam 2005), the research runs the risk of focusing on one of the four categories when a
new category should be created and used instead. Kleinman’s Explanatory Models do not
come with these pre-conceived categories. The goal of EMs is to elicit participants’
concepts in their own words. However, EMs are highly qualitative and do not lend
themselves to quantitative, statistical analysis. The strength of quantitative, statistical
analysis comes from its ability to be retested, falsified, and more easily verified than
qualitative work. Cognitive anthropology and CCA provide a theory and methodology to
both qualitatively and quantitatively explore public conceptions of mental health.
Unlike the psychiatric method of mental health research, which assumes everyone
shares or should share the same beliefs on what symptoms equate to what disease, CCA
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does not assume that everyone shares the same beliefs (Romney et al. 1986). It allows for
the exploration of intracultural variability, thus expanding the realm of mental health
research. It could help develop a more culturally nuanced and holistic definition of a
mental illness.
This research adds to the literature on lay conceptions of mental illness by
providing an assessment of the shared cultural knowledge of mental illness of lay
Mississippians in Starkville, MS, and comparing this to professional models of mental
illness in order to strengthen the quality of therapy for the mental illness sufferers in the
area. Conceptualizations of mental illness are influenced by sociocultural systems. An
awareness of the cultural nuances of mental illnesses will aid mental health professionals
in providing culturally appropriate diagnosis and treatment of mental illnesses. Only by
understanding the way lay people conceive of mental illnesses, their causes, symptoms,
and treatments, will mental health professionals be able to develop culturally consistent,
conscientious, and culturally appropriate care.
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SETTING AND METHODOLOGY
Setting
Mental Health Landscape in the United States
A mental health landscape is a dynamic entity that involves both social and
political economic components of mental health. These components include biomedical
oriented research and resources, such as causes, symptoms, and treatments;
epidemiological studies, such as mental illness prevalence rates; and social science data,
such as differential access to treatments, differential rates of mental illnesses between
social and gender lines, the sociocultural construction of mental illness, and the social
support and coping resources. A complete study of the mental health landscape in the
United States and Mississippi is beyond the scope of this thesis, but prevalence rates of
mental illness and the availability of treatment options is discussed. Having an estimate
of the prevalence rates within the United States and Mississippi is paramount for mental
health services. Key representative surveys used other studies and to create policy at the
state and federal levels of government focus almost entirely on prevalence, which leaves
very little room for emphasis on access to treatment, treatment options, and treatment
efficacy (Center for Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality 2015; Grant and Dawson
2006; Kessler et al. 1994; Kessler et al. 2005b). The sociocultural aspects of mental
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illness within Mississippi, and more specifically Starkville, MS, are discussed in later
chapters.
Mental illness in the United States is an often overlooked but a serious health
concern. As many as 48 percent of the U.S. population suffer from mental illness in their
lifetimes (Kessler et al. 1994; Kessler et al. 2005b). Approximately 30 percent of the
population presents enough symptoms for a clinical diagnosis of a mental illness within
any given year (Kessler et al. 1994; Kessler et al. 2005a; Kessler et al. 2005b). Recent
studies have found that almost 44 million adults aged 18 years or older (18%) suffer from
at least one mental illness as defined by DSM-IV criteria (Center for Behavioral Health
Statistics and Quality 2015). Serious mental illness that substantially disrupts one or more
major life activities was present in 9.8 million adults (4.1%) in 2014 (Center for
Behavioral Health Statistics and Quality 2015). When the incidences of serious mental
illness were separated from those that do not substantially disrupt one or more major
activities, research found that 33.7 million adults (14%) had these less severe mental
illnesses. A measure of mental illness morbidity, or average number of mentally
unhealthy days in the past 30 days, found that the median mental unhealthy days for U.S.
adults was 3.5 days, approximately 12 percent of the previous month (County Health
Rankings 2015).
In 2009, an independent organization rated the mental health services for the
entire U.S. at a D (National Alliance on Mental Illness 2009). A survey of mental health
facilities across the United States found that there were a total of 10,347 facilities.
Approximately 67 percent, or 6,968 facilities, were private, nonprofit facilities. State
mental health agencies accounted for 727 facilities (7%) and the U.S. Department of
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Veteran Affairs provided for 2.4 percent, or 252 facilities. Outpatient services accounted
for the majority of U.S. citizens’ treatment with approximately 3 million people serviced
from 7,931 outpatient facilities. Inpatient treatment at hospitals accounted for the second
largest population serviced, approximately 99,493 sufferers serviced from approximately
114,000 beds in 1,975 inpatient facilities. Residential treatment provided service to
60,764 clients from 68,053 beds in 2,274 facilities (Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration 2013).
Table 3.1

Mental Health Providers in the U.S. 2008-2011
Mental Health Service Providers in the U.S.
(rate per 100,000)
Child and Adolescent Psychiatrists
(2009)
Clinical Social Workers
(2011)
Counselors
(2011)
Marriage and Family Therapists
(2011)
Psychiatric Nurses
(2008)
Psychiatrists
(2009)
Psychologists
(2011)
Substance Abuse Counselors
(2011)

6,398
(2)
193,038
(62)
144,567
(46)
62,316
(20)
13,701
(5)
33,727
(11)
95,545
(31)
48,080
(15)

(Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 2013)
A number of professions are included in the mental health field: psychiatrists,
psychologists, psychiatric nurses, substance abuse counselors, counselors, and marriage
and family therapists. The recorded number of these professionals within the United
States between 2008 and 2001 are presented in Table 3.1.
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The overwhelming majority of mental health providers in the United States are
therapy oriented. There are approximately 175 clinical counseling services per 100,000
people, whereas psychiatrists and psychiatric nurses number approximately 18 per
100,000 people during 2008-2011. Overall mental health treatment is more effective
when psychotherapy and psychopharmacology are used in tandem even though one
category of provider greatly overshadows the other (Surgeon General 1999). Despite the
number of facilities and providers across the United States, approximately 60 percent of
all adults in the United States with a mental illness did not receive mental health
treatment in 2012 (National Alliance on Mental Illness 2013).
Mental Health Landscape in Mississippi
The mental health landscape in Mississippi is discussed with two features that
were discussed in the U.S. section presented for comparison: 1) the independent analyses
of the rates of mental illness in Mississippi, and 2) the public and private mental health
infrastructure within Mississippi. The private infrastructure includes the number of
professionals as well as their placement throughout the state. The public infrastructure
focuses on the state department that oversees mental health services, the Mississippi
Department of Mental Health (MDMH). The placement of major hospitals and the
MDHM community counseling centers with the areas they service are presented. Finally,
the mental health landscape of Starkville, MS is discussed with a focus on the author’s
preliminary study on developing a mental health outreach group within the city.
Accurate prevalence rates for mental illness in MS are difficult to assess.
Representative surveys are often used but may only include those who have homes,
mailing addresses, or telephones, which leave out many poor and homeless sufferers. One
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way to address this discrepancy is to examine hospital intake and release data. This, too,
is not without its inherent difficulties, such as the location of hospitals across the state
which may limit access to a facility. National surveys, hospital records, outside
organizational assessments, and current rates as reported by the Mississippi Department
of Mental Health are presented to reach the most accurate prevalence rates for mental
illness in Mississippi.
Outside organizations have reported that approximately 125,000 (4%)
Mississippians suffer from serious mental illness (National Alliance on Mental Illness
2010). Between 2012 and 2013, the prevalence rate of a mental illness in Mississippi was
4.7 percent. The Mississippi Department of Health (MSDMH) reported that 8.4 percent,
approximately 32,000 Mississippians, of all hospital stays during 2010 were mental
health related. Mood disorders accounted for 3.2 percent (11,844 Mississippians) and
schizophrenia and psychotic disorders accounted for 1.6 percent (5,952 Mississippians)
of hospitals stays, with the resulting 6.4 percent housing mental illnesses that are not
mood or psychotic disorders. Mood disorders were the third highest conditions for which
Mississippians sought hospital treatment, topped only by live births (6.8%) and
pneumonia (3.8%) (MSDMH 2010). For 2014, the estimated prevalence rate of mental
illness in Mississippi was 5.4 percent, or approximately 120,000 Mississippians. When
the prevalence rates for mental illness are triangulated across different surveys and
reported raw data, the rate of mental illness ranges between four and eight percent.
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Table 3.2

Number of Mental Health Providers in Mississippi: 2006-2008

Number of Providers of Mental Health Services in the MS
(rate per 100,000)
Psychiatry (2006)
Psychology (2006)
Advanced Practice Psychiatric Nursing (2006)
Counseling (2008)
Marriage and family Therapy (2006)
Social Work

(Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 2010)

208
(7)
255
(9)
93
(3)
1115
(38)
396
(14)
3772
(65)

In Mississippi, only 49 percent of adults who live with serious mental illness
received treatment for their condition in 2009 (National Alliance on Mental Illness 2010).
Private and public practices were the two most common ways treatment was administered
in the state. The number of mental health providers in Mississippi is presented in Table
3.2. A visual representation of the distribution of mental health providers in 2011 is
presented in Figure 3.1 (State Epidemiological Outcomes Workgroup 2011). The average
ratio of mental health providers to the population in the United States is 1:1128, but the
range in Mississippi is between 1:28273 and 1:232.
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Figure 3.1

Distribution of Mental Health Providers in Mississippi

(State Epidemiological Outcomes Workgroup 2011)
The two largest sources of public funding for mental health in the United States
were Medicaid (46%) and the general mental health funds provided by the independent
states (40%) (National Alliance on Mental Illness 2011). These two sources are
continually reduced in Mississippi. The federal funding from Medicaid to Mississippi for
fiscal year 2012 was projected to be at a loss of $151 million (Hornberg et al. 2011). The
Mississippi mental health fund also was decreased by 15 percent from $262.5 million to
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$223.9 from 2009 to 2011 (Hornberg et al. 2011). The reported mental health budget was
maintained each year from 2013 to 2016 at $245.3 million (Joint Legislative Budget
Committee 2015).
The goals of the Mississippi Department of Mental Health (MSDMH), which
oversees the public mental health infrastructure in Mississippi, are:
1) To increase access to community-based care and supports for adults and
children with mental illness and/or substance use disorders through a
network of service providers that are committed to a person-centered and
recovery-oriented system of care
2) To increase access to community-based care and supports for people
with intellectual and/or developmental disabilities through a network of
service providers that are committed to a person-centered system of care
3) To ensure people receive quality services in safe settings and utilize
information/data management to enhance decision making and service
delivery (MDHM 2015).
The MSDMH attempts to accomplish these three goals through two state
funded facility-oriented programs: 1) the four state funded mental health hospitals
and the areas they service are shown in figure 3.1 and 2) the regional community
mental health centers and the areas they cover in figure 3.2. The four mental
health hospitals are 1) the Mississippi State Hospital at Whitfield, MS in red; 2)
East Mississippi State Hospital at Meridian, MS in blue; 3) North Mississippi
State Hospital at Tupelo, MS in gray; and 4) South Mississippi State Hospital at
Purvis, MS in white (MDMH 2015).
Each hospital treats acute psychiatric patients and may specialize in treating
different mental illnesses. The Mississippi State Hospital at Whitefield provides 154
acute psychiatric beds and serves 1,123 Mississippians. Continued treatment services
were also provided at the hospital with 97 beds available and 101 people served in 2015.
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East Mississippi Hospital has 100 acute psychiatric beds and served 569 people, as well
as 25 adolescent psychiatric beds that served 85 people in 2015. North Mississippi State
Hospital offers 50 acute psychiatric beds and served 574 people in 2015. South
Mississippi State Hospital also has 50 acute psychiatric beds and served 648 people in
2015.
Fourteen regional community health centers (RCMHS) are also financed through
the MSDMH. RCMHS provide a number of services to Mississippians within their
regions, such as psychiatric diagnostic evaluation, psychological evaluation, and the
community, such as group therapy, day support, and community support services (for a
full list of services provided, see Appendix A). In the fiscal year 2015, RCMHS provided
services to 97,530 Mississippians with 62,309 of those being adults. Figure 3.3 presents
the different regional areas RCMHS service (DMH 2015).
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Figure 3.2

Mental health and Regions Served (MDMH 2015)
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Figure 3.3

Regional Community Health Centers (MDMH 2015)
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Mental Health Landscape in Starkville, MS
Starkville, MS is a large college city in Oktibbeha County, MS. It is home to both
the largest university in the state, Mississippi State University, and the county seat of
administration for Oktibbeha County (Oktibbeha County Mississippi, N.D.). It has a
population of 23,888 residents and is a relatively young town with a median age of 26
years. The population is evenly split between males (49.5%) and females (50.5%). The
city is a predominately white with 60 percent, 35 percent African American, and 4
percent Asian (United States Census Bureau 2015a). Approximately 60 percent of the
residents are employed with a median household income of $31,357 (United States
Census Bureau 2015b) with approximately 34 percent living below the poverty line.
Approximately 88 percent of the residents of Starkville, MS have a high school diploma
or higher (United States Census Bureau 2015b).
The mental health landscape of Starkville will now be addressed with two key
components in mind, treatment options and public outreach and support. The major
public facility that provides mental health services for Starkville is Community
Counseling Services (CCS), which is the MSDMH supported community mental health
center for Oktibbeha County, Region VII. It provides community support, consultation
and education, adult day services, day support, day treatment, driving under the influence
diagnostic assessment services for second and subsequent offenders, emergency/crisis
response, fetal alcohol syndrome screening, diagnosis and treatment, inpatient referral
services, intensive outpatient, intensive outpatient psychiatric services for children and
youth, making a plan (map) teams, outpatient services, peer support, pre-evaluation
screening for civil commitment, prevention, prevention and early intervention,
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prevocational, psychiatric/physician services, psychosocial rehabilitation, recovery
support, senior psychosocial rehabilitation, supervised living, supported living, targeted
case management, withdrawal management, work activity, and wraparound facilitation (a
team or support system of care management).
A number of private practices for mental health treatment are present in
Starkville. These include groups of providers and centers and a number of private
practice counselors with therapeutic regimens that range from religious-based and
spiritual healing to play and artistic therapies. There are also behavioral centers, such as
Pioneer Behavioral Health Center, and the Mississippi Children’s Home Services North
Region/Permanency Division Satellite Office. MSU also provides a service for both
students, MSU Student Counseling Services, and residents at the MSU Clinical
Psychology Clinic. The role of the Lab is to provide training for MSU psychology
students. Graduate student therapists are overseen by MSU clinical psychology faculty.
The services the Lab provides are psychotherapy for individuals and groups and
comprehensive psychological assessments.
These mental healthcare facilities and practitioners share one important
characteristic; they require payment through public or private insurance or personal
funds. All of the options for mental health services that have been mentioned thus far
require some form of payment, public insurance, or private insurance. The few free
support groups within Starkville, MS are centered in local churches, which have a
religious component. It was this need that drove the creation of a no-cost mental health
support group within Starkville, MS named Green Umbrella. Green Umbrella had three
goals: 1) Support individuals and families facing mental and emotional distress, 2) help
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individuals and families mental and emotional challenges in their lives, and 3) bring
awareness (of mental health) to our community. Green Umbrella, much like the other
support groups that were once in Starkville, MS, was not successful. The primary
investigator spoke with many locals to advertise the group and see what the locals
thought of such an organization. Whereas many showed interest and felt that it was
needed, very few showed up for the monthly meetings.
The only active mental health support group that the author is aware of is Green
Umbrella. The second support group that has an online presence but does not seem to be
active is led by one of the local licensed professional counselors. This is not to say that
there are no active mental health groups in the surrounding areas. Starkville is one town
in the colloquially named “Golden Triangle” region. The Region VII Community Mental
Health Center Administration is set in West Point, MS, and there are notable hospitals in
the third city, Columbus, MS. But these cities are 20-30 minute drives from Starkville,
and support and outreach are not advertised within Starkville. Only one meeting was seen
advertised during the time of this study. It was a meet and greet with local mental health
professionals, and it was advertised through flyers at popular restaurants and business
around town and through word of mouth. No other meetings were seen or heard from by
the primary investigator.
Methods
Cognitive anthropological methods along with biocultural anthropological theory
were used to investigate a cultural model of mental illness within Starkville, MS.
Participant observation was done in this area by the primary investigator before this semistructured interviewing began. Cultural consensus analysis was employed to assess
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whether or not there was a single, shared cultural model. Four dimensions of the cultural
model were assessed using a post-test only research design: 1) important things to
understand about mental illness, 2) causes of mental illness, 3) symptoms of mental
illness, and 4) treatments of mental illness. CCA involves three measurement stages: 1)
free listing (n= 35), 2) pile sorting (n=20), and 3) rating tasks (n=48) (Weller 2007).
Semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions were employed to collect
information on these four dimensions in the three consecutive stages and the final
qualitative stage. A total of 124 individual, 85 lay and 18 mental health professionals,
participated in the three phases: phase 1 – 30 lay and 5 professionals, phase 2 – 17 lay
and 3 professionals, and phase 3 – 38 lay and 10 professionals. Another 21 participants
were interviewed in a fourth, qualitative stage and did not participant in CCA interviews.
This project was reviewed and approved by the MSU Institutional Review Board.
Fieldwork was conducted from February 2015 to December 2015. During this
time, the principle investigator (PI) worked in an internship with Green Umbrella in
creating, establishing, and running the mental health support group. Participant
observation within the community allowed the principal investigator to see what it was
like for administrators to develop and maintain a support group and community members
who participated in the group.
Recruitment for this research was through convenience sampling of the lay public
and mental health professionals. The PI approached most of the lay participants at various
points across Starkville that saw high levels of foot traffic (e.g. the Starkville Public
Library and a local coffee shop). Starkville Public Library was open to all. At or around
noon, people would come in to the library while on their lunch break to check in or check
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out books. The Starkville Public Library also had many afternoon programs, such as meet
and greets with authors or family related entertainment. The local coffee shop sits across
from the county courthouse and is a popular place for college students and workers from
the surrounding businesses to come and congregate. Lawyers, police officers, and
middle-aged workers would come to the coffee shop and remain there for a few hours in
the morning. Mental health professionals were individuals that were licensed mental
health counselors, those with Ph.D. degrees in psychology, counseling, or other mental
health related fields, and individuals who were not counselors but worked in the mental
health field, such as psychiatric nurses or professionals who screen for mental illnesses
before the patient meets the professional. They were contacted via email, phone calls, or
referrals from other mental health participants. The dates and times for each interview
were set for the professional’s convenience, and most interviews were done in their
offices or their places of business.
All participants were given the opportunity to determine the date and time of their
interview, though most were willing to participate immediately. The PI approached them,
introduced himself, explained the research, and asked them if they would like to
participate. The PI gave the participants the option to move to a more discrete place, as
most of the interviews were performed in open areas or businesses. The PI read the
informed consent script and ensured the participants understood their rights and stressed
that they may stop the interview at any time. The PI also provided them a copy of the
informed consent if they wanted it. The PI asked if they would allow the interview to be
recorded. Thirty-three individuals consented to be recorded. If participants declined, the
recorder was turned off and put away.
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Thirty-five participants (30 lay, 5 mental health professionals) participated in free
listing, 20 participants (17 lay, 3 mental health professionals) in pile sorting, 48
participants (38 lay, 10 mental health professionals) in rating tasks, and 21 in a separate
qualitative phase. Participants interviewed in one phase did not participate in other
phases. Each participant was asked the same demographic questions. These included: age,
gender, relationship status, people living in your household, work, income, whether or not
immediate family members work in healthcare, highest level of education reached, how long
lived in Mississippi, from where, ethnicity, religious affiliation, sexual orientation, whether
or not they know anyone diagnosed with a mental illness, and about any differences between
mental and physical illnesses. The date of the interview, location of the interview, and

whether the participant allowed the interview to be audio recorded were also recorded
(see Appendix B for interview schedules). All data was coded and analyzed using SPSS
22.0 statistical package.
Phase 1: Freelisting
Freelisting is an emic methodological task that allows participants to generate a
list of terms that have meaning in their lives within a specific domain. Freelisting allows
for the elicitation of culturally relevant terms from an emic perspective. In this phase,
participants were asked to please tell me: 1) everything people should know about mental
illness, 2) all of the causes of mental illness, 3) what symptoms do people associate with
mental illness, 4) all the ways people recognize someone with a mental illness, 5)
everywhere a person can go for help with a mental illness, and 6) all the ways to treat or
cure a mental illness. Freelisting resulted in 59 terms that were used in later pile sorting
and rating tasks interviews.
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Phase 2: Pile Sorts
In order to ascertain the distinctive features within the four dimensions,
individuals who did not participant in the free list phase were asked to perform a pile sort.
In the pile sort phase, unconstrained pile sorts were used. Unconstrained pile sorts are a
methodological tool that allows the researcher to understand the features participants use
to distinguish items in the domain. Pile sorts were used to create a proximity matrix, or a
numerical representation of the similarities and differences between terms based on how
they were grouped together.
The terms determined in free listing were written on three by five inch note cards.
These cards were randomized and presented to all participants in the same order. The PI
gave the cards to participants and asked them to sort the terms into as many piles as they
want and in any way they want. The PI then asked why they sorted the piles the way they
did. The same open-ended questions were also asked, such as “Have you ever known
anyone diagnosed with a mental illness?” and “Are there any differences between mental
illness and a physical illness?” The results of this phase were analyzed with multidimensional scaling and hierarchical clustering.
Phase 3: Rating Tasks
In the rating task phase, the PI asked participants to complete four dichotomous
rating tasks that asked if each term was 1) important or not important to understand; 2) a
cause or not a cause; 3) symptom or not a symptom; and 4) a treatment or not a treatment.
These rating tasks were coded as four separate rectangular matrices for cultural consensus
analysis to determine if there is enough shared knowledge to say there is a single, shared
cultural model of mental illness in Starkville, MS.
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Phase 4: Qualitative Phase
Open-ended questions were also asked, such as “Have you ever known anyone
diagnosed with a mental illness?” and “Are there any differences between mental illness
and a physical illness?” The goal of the open-ended questions was to gain further insight
into how individuals conceptualize mental illness. This qualitative was analyzed through
the identification of themes. The frequencies of themes are reported and the themes are
explained in greater detail during the qualitative chapter.
Conclusion
The methods used to assess this shared knowledge are CCA and qualitative
assessment. CCA requires three research phases: free list, pile sort, and rating tasks. Free
listing was used to develop culturally salient terms for each of the four domains for
Starkville locals. The terms that were most salient were used in the next two phases. In
the pile sort phase, multi-dimensional scaling and hierarchical clustering were used to
represent how the terms were grouped. Terms that are closer together were sorted in the
same piles most often, while terms that are not near one another were rarely sorted
together. The rating task phase quantitatively assessed how the model is shared across
that portion of the sample. Rating task results provided information on how extensive the
knowledge was shared, individual competence scores of how well participants knew the
model, and a culturally correct answer key. These results were used in further statistical
analyses to better understand the model.
The data form the entire 124 participants was used to investigate the cultural
model of mental illness. Qualitative responses to the open ended questions asked in every
phase were used to better understand the salient dimensions that terms cannot show.
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MDS and hierarchical clustering presented visually the different salient groups within the
pile sorts. The rating tasks phase delineated the cultural dimensions that presented
enough sharing to say there was consensus. Using both qualitative assessment and
cognitive anthropological methods, I investigated mental health professionals and the lay
public’s knowledge of mental illness in Starkville, MS.
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CULTURAL DOMAIN ANALYSIS: A CULTURAL MODEL OF MENTAL ILLNESS
AMONG MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS AND THE LAY PUBLIC
Introduction
This chapter explores the cultural domain of mental illness among mental health
professionals and lay public in Starkville, MS. First, the demographic data is presented
for the entire sample as well as separately for the professionals and lay participants. Then,
freelisting results are given, which show the specific culturally relevant terms for the
cultural domain. Pile sorting results explore the similarities and differences of these terms
through multidimensional scaling and hierarchical clustering and are shown last.
Demographic Data
All participants (N=124) were asked to self-report the same demographic
questions: age, gender, relationship status, number of people living household, whether or
not employed, income, immediate family members work in healthcare, highest level of
education reached, how long lived in Mississippi, from where, ethnicity, religious
affiliation, sexual orientation, and whether they know anyone diagnosed with a mental
illness. The demographic data are presented separately for those who completed
freelisting, pile sorting, and rating tasks, as well as the total sample for comparison in
tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Participants’ average age was 34 and ranged from 18 to 79. The relatively high
average age of the sample compared to the population of Starkville may be the result of
sample size.
Table 4.1

Continuous Data by Interview Type with Mean and Standard Deviation in
Parentheses
Variable

Free List
(n=35)

Pile sort
(n=20)

Rating
(n=48)

Total
(n=103)

Age
(years)
Time in MS
(years)
Education
(years)

39
(15)
13
(14)
16
(3)

33
(10)
18
(16)
18
(3)

31
(10)
20
(16)
17
(3)

34
(12)
23
(18)
17
(3)

People in Household

2
(1)

2
(1)

3
(1)

2
(1)

In Relationship (years)

6
(11)

5
(7)

3
(6)

4
(8)

37857
(39887)

30650
(33418)

49923
(56588)

42081
(47692)

Annual Income
(US$)

Statistical analyses provide a better understanding of the similarities and
differences in demographic data. One-way ANOVA tests checked for significant
differences in variables among participants in various phases. These included age, years
in a relationship, income, highest levels of education reached, and how long lived in
Mississippi. Age was the only significantly different variable (F (1,100) = 4.42, p < 0.05)
with participants in the free list phase being significantly older than the other phases.
Correlations further analyzed continuous data for significant associations between
variables. There were significant positive correlations between age and time in a
relationship (r = 2.99, p < 0.01) and how long they have lived in MS (r = .617, r < 0.01),
and highest level of education (r = .239, p < 0.05). Older participants reported longer
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relationships, length of time in MS, and higher education levels. These may be explained
by the high median age of the sample. Older individuals may have married and started a
family (relationship status), lived in Mississippi longer, and acquired a higher level of
education. Further significant correlations were found for being a mental health
professional and education (r = .455, p < 0.01) and income (r = .313, p < 0.01). This
makes sense because mental health professionals must have additional educational
training for certification to practice. Specialized educational degrees also bring the ability
to earn higher income resulting in the positive correlation. There was a negative
correlation for mental health professional and if they were form MS (r = -.328, p < 0.01).
Many of the professionals who were interviewed either moved to Starkville for work or
were professors, thus partially explaining the negative correlation.
Table 4.2 presents the categorical demographic variables by interview types and
the entire sample. Categorical variables included: gender, relationship status, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, employment status, self or family in health care, from Mississippi,
mental health professionals, where or not you know someone diagnosed with mental
illness. The entire sample was relatively similar by gender (nearly half male and half
female), relationship status (single), and sexual orientation (heterosexual). Sixty-seven
participants (66%) reported being Caucasian with 22 participants African American
(22%). Fifty-six participants (54%) were from Mississippi. The majority of the sample
were religious with 77 participants (75%) self-reporting they were adherents to some
form of religious belief. Protestants compromised the majority of the sample (60%), (e.g.,
Baptist, Church of God, Church of God in Christ, Methodist, Episcopal, Pentecost,
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Presbyterian, and Non-denominational). The majority (89%) knew someone who has
been diagnosed with a mental illness.
Table 4.2

Categorical Demographic Data by Interview Type and Total Sample

Variable

Male

Free List
(n=35)
17

Pile sort
(n=20)
12

Rating
(n=48)
19

Total
(n=103)
48 (47)

Female

18

8

29

55 (53)

Single

16

9

24

49 (48)

Relationship

5

3

7

15 (15)

Married

8

7

16

31 (30)

Divorced

6

1

1

8 (8)

Caucasian

22

14

31

67 (65)**

African American

11

2

9

23 (22)

Latino/Latina

1

–

–

1 (1)

Hispanic

–

2

1

3 (3)

Italian

–

–

1

1 (1)

Jewish

1

–

1

2 (2)

Biracial

–

1

3

4 (4)

Yes

28

15

42

85 (83)

No

7

5

6

18 (18)

Self or Family in
Healthcare

Yes

19

8

28

55 (53)

No

16

12

20

48 (47)

From Mississippi

Yes

21

10

25

56 (54)

No

14

10

23

47 (46)

Mental Health
Professionals

Yes

5

3

10

18 (18)

No

30

17

38

85 (82)

Religious Affiliation

Protestant

22

13

27

62 (60)

Roman Catholic

3

1

7

11 (11)

Jewish

1

–

1

2 (2)

Zen Buddhist

1

–

–

1 (1)

Muslim

–

1

–

1 (1)

None

8

5

13

26 (25)

Yes

31

18

43

92 (89)*

Gender
Relationship Status

Ethnicity

Employed

Know Diagnosed

Category
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Diff Ment & Phys

No

4

2

4

10 (10)*

Yes

31

20

38

89 (86)

No

4

–

9

13 (13)

* One participant did not respond
** Two participants did not respond

Mental Health Professional and Lay Group Demographics
One hypothesis of this project states that there will be intracultural variation
between lay and biomedical professionals within a shared cultural model of mental
illness. Independent sample t-tests were used to test for differences between these groups.
There were statistically significant differences between mental health professionals and
lay groups on age (t (101) = -1.93, p < 0.05) and income (t (101) =-3.31, p < 0.05).
Mental health professionals were older and made more money than the lay group.
Demographic data for both these groups are presented in separate in tables 4.3 and 4.4.
Table 4.3

Demographic Data for Lay and Mental Health Professionals by Interview
type

Variable
Age
(years)
Time in MS
(years)
Education
(Years)
People in
Household
In Relationship
(years)
Annual Income

Group
Lay
Professional
Lay
Professional
Lay
Professional
Lay
Professional
Lay
Professional
Lay
Professional

Free List
39
38
29
21
16
20
2
3
7
4
34633
57200

Pile Sort
31
40
17
29
18
17
3
2
5
8
28412
43333

Rating
29
39
19
25
16
21
2
3
2
8
41066
83580

Total
33
39
22
24
16
20
2
3
4
7
36265
112322

A total of 18 mental health professionals were interviewed. Due to the small
sample size, Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to check for significant differences between
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the mental health professionals by interview type and found no significant differences.
The average age was 39 years. The standard deviations were very high on years lived in
Mississippi, length of time in a relationship, income, and years of education. Many jobs
in the mental health field require a college education. Ten (56%) mental health
professionals were not from Mississippi. Many received their training outside of
Mississippi and moved to the state recently for job opportunities. Income is also highly
varied because of the different professions within the mental health field. Most of the
sample was professors who worked at the local college. Others were licensed
professional counselors who worked in Starkville; one worked as a psychometrist, a
professional who screens individuals for mental illnesses before they meet with other
mental health professionals and others were PhD graduate students continuing their
education in mental health counseling. The mental health professional field houses many
different jobs and can lead to low income for some workers and higher income for those
with more education.
Table 4.4 represents the categorical demographic variables for the lay, mental
health professionals, and total sample for each phase. The majority of the mental health
professionals were female (67%), married (56%), and Caucasian (67%). All mental
health professionals know someone who has been diagnosed with mental illness with a
few commenting they diagnosed those people themselves. This is to be expected due to
the nature of their profession. When asked if there was a difference between mental and
physical illnesses, over 14 mental health professionals (78%) said there was no
difference.
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Table 4.4
Variable
Gender
Relationship
Status

Ethnicity

Categorical Data for Lay and Mental Health Professionals Separated by a
Slash
Group
Lay /
Professional
Lay /
Professional

Lay /
Professional

Employed

Lay /
Professional

Self or
Family in
Healthcare
From MS

Lay /
Professional

Religious
Affiliation

Lay /
Professional

Lay /
Professional

Know
Diagnosed

Lay /
Professional

Diff Ment &
Phys

Lay /
Professional

Category
Male
Female
Single
Relationship
Married
Divorced
Caucasian
African Am.
Latino/a
Jewish
Italian
Biracial
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Protestant
Catholic
Muslim
Jewish
Buddhism
None
Yes
No
Yes
No

Free List
16 / 1
14 / 4
14 / 2
3/2
7/1
6/–
19 / 3
10 / 1
1/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
23 / 5
16 / –
14 / 5

Pile Sort
10 / 2
7/1
9/–
2/1
6/1
–/1
25 / 3
3/–
2/–
–/1
–/–
1/–
12 / 3
11 / –
6/2

Rating
16 / 3
22 / 7
22 / 2
7/–
8/8
1/–
3/6
8/1
–/1
–/1
1/–
3/–
19 / 10
19 / –
19 / 9

Total
42 / 6
43 / 12
45 / 4
12 / 3
21 / 10
7/1
55* / 12*
21 / 2
3/1
0/2
1/–
4/–
67 / 18
18 (21)
39 / 16

16 / –

11 / 1

19 / 1

46 / 2

19 / 2
11 / 3
21 / 1
3/–
–/–
–/1
–/1
6/2
26 / 5
4/–
27 / 4
3/1

8/2
9/1
11 / 2
1/–
1/–
– /–
–/–
4/1
15 / 3
2/–
17 / 3
–/–

21 / 4
17 / 6
23 / 4
6/1
–/–
–/1
–/–
9/4
34 / 9
4/–
31 / 7
7/2

48 / 8
37 / 10
55 / 7
10 / 1
1/0
0/2
0/1
19 / 7
75* / 17*
4/0
75 / 14*
10 / 3

* One participant did not respond
The lay sample was evenly split between men and women. Forty-five participants
(53%) of the sample reported being single. Over 64 percent of the sample was Caucasian
at 55 participants, with 21 (25%) self-reporting as African Americans. Thirty-five
participants (41%) of the sample reported having a bachelor’s degree. Thirty-seven
participants (44%) of the participants are not from Mississippi. Nearly 88 percent of the
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sample reported knowing someone with a mental illness with 78 percent reporting there
is a difference between mental and physical illnesses.
A total of 85 lay individuals were interviewed. One-way ANOVA tests were used
to check for significant differences in the sample by interview type among lay
participants. Four variables were statistically significant: age (F (2.82) = 5.93, p < 0.05),
years in relationship (F (2.82) = 3.64, p < 0.05), education (F (2.82) = 4.15, p < 0.05), and
years in MS (F (2.82) = 3.98, p < 0.05). Many of the participants interviewed were older
with the average age of 33, which would allow for more time to pursue education
opportunities or develop a career. This is seen throughout the lay sample with the average
years of education being a college degree. Approximately 79 percent reported being
employed, and those who were employed earned high median income of approximately
$36,000.
Freelisting Results
The first step in assessing a cultural model of mental illness is to define a list of
terms or elements that are culturally relevant for this domain. Freelisting, an emic
methodological tasks that allows participants to list terms and concepts that are important
to them. A total of 35 participants were interviewed in this phase.
Participants were asked to please tell me: 1) everything people should know about
mental illness; 2) all of the causes of mental illness; 3) what symptoms do people
associate with mental illness, 4) all the ways people recognize someone with a mental
illness, 5) everywhere a person can go for help with a mental illness, and 6) all the ways
to treat or cure a mental illness. Terms that were similar were collapsed into single terms
(e.g., mental institution and mental hospital into mental hospital/institution). Terms that
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were mentioned by at least 10 percent of the sample were selected for later use. Fifty-nine
terms met the requirements and are listed in Table 4.5.
Twelve terms were mentioned by at least 50 percent of participants: genetic, talk
about it, counselors, looks different, be educated, odd behaviors, hospital/mental
institution, therapy, treatments & medications, drugs & alcohol, psychiatrist/psychologist,
and violent/aggressive.
Table 4.5

Frequency of Terms Listed in Cultural Model

Terms Included (%)
Genetic
Talk About It
Counselors
Looks Different
Be Educated
Odd Behaviors
Hospital/Mental
Institution
Therapy
Treatments & Medication
Drugs & Alcohol
Psychiatrist/Psychologist

74
74
66
66
60
60
60

Cannot Control
Hard to See
Odd Movements
Chemical
Isolation
Anxiety
Depression

34
34
34
31
31
31
29

Stress
Social Environment
Extreme Highs and Lows
Professional
Chronic
Hygiene
Needs Interaction

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

60
57
57
57

Treat with Respect
Support
Mood Swings
Abuse/Self Abuse

29
29
29
29

Physical Injury
Major Loss
Live Normal Life
Able to Work

17
17
17
17

Violent/Aggressive
Doctor
Church or Religious
Leader
Stigma

54
49
49

PTSD
Understanding
Real Disease

29
26
26

Habits
Friends
Emotional

17
17
14

46

26

Compassion

14

Environmental
Biological
Family
Life Experiences
Talk to Self

40
40
40
37
37

Recognize Mental
Illness
Common
Level of Severity
Trauma
Coping
Crazy

26
23
23
23
23

Eating Disorder
Be Active
Internet/Social Media
Hotlines

14
14
14
11

Pile Sort Results
For pile sorting, 59 terms generated in earlier interviewing were written on three
by five notecards and randomized for participants completing unconstrained pile sorts.
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The 20 participants who took part in this phase (17 lay, 3 mental health professionals)
were asked to “please place these cards in as many piles as you want for any reason you
want.” Multidimensional scaling (MDS) and hierarchical clustering were used to analyze
the pile sorting results.
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) presents a two-dimensional representation of the
similarities and differences between culturally relevant elements based on how these
were sorted into piles (Bennardo and De Munk 2014). Elements that were sorted together
into piles more often are mapped closely to one another. Conversely, terms that were
rarely sorted together are mapped farther apart. The analysis presents a stress factor that
indicates how closely the map represents the original data. The closer the stress factor is
to zero, the better the representation.
Hierarchical clustering analysis was used to indicate the groupings that were
formed by the participants. This analysis resulted in six groups indicated in blue circles in
Figure 4.2: 1) Symptoms, 2) Visible Symptoms of Mental Illness that Lead to Being
Labelled Mentally Ill, 3) Nonprofessional Treatments, 4) Social Support, 5) Professional
Treatments, and 6) Biomedical Aspects, which can be further classified into three broad
categories, Diagnosable Symptoms, Support and Care, and Biomedical options, shown by
red circles in figure 4.2. These groups are presented in Table 4.6.
Figure 4.1 presents the MDS map with a stress 0.22. This stress factor was not
optimal, but it is below the acceptable value given by the number of terms (Sturrock and
Rocha 2000).
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Table 4.6

List of Groups and Broad Categories from MDS and Hierarchical
Clustering

Diagnosable Symptoms

Support and Care

Biomedical Options

Symptoms

Visible
Symptoms
Odd Behav
Habits

Nonprofessional
Treatments
Be Active
Compassion

Social
Support
Church
Environ

Professional
Treatments
Counselors
Doctor

Biomedical
Aspects
Biological
Chemical

Hygiene

Coping

Family

Hospital

Common

Looks

Be Ed

Friends

Professional

Disease

Movements

Needs Interact

Hotlines

Psych

Genetic

See
Stigma

Normal Life
Recognize M.I.

Therapy
Treat Med

Talk to Self

Respect
Support
Talk

Internet
Social
Env

Abuse
Anxiety
Can’t
Control
Chronic
Crazy
Depression
Drugs/Alcoh
ol
Eat Disorder
Emotional
Highs/Lows

Isolation
Life
Experien
ce
Major
Loss
Mood
Swings
Physical
Injury
PTSD
Severity
Stress
Trauma
Violent/
Aggress

Understand
Work

Even though MDS and hierarchical clustering are used in concert and both use
similarity data, they are still separate analyses (Bennardo and De Munk 2014), thus
leading to some of the terms in hierarchical clustering not being near other terms within
the MDS. An example of this was common. Common was placed in one group in the
hierarchical clustering (Aspects of Mental Illness), but it was shown to be more similar to
the terms in the Social Support group in the MDS. Another term that did not fit neatly
into similar terms in the MDS was life experiences. A possible explanation for these
discrepancies is the relatively openness of the terms “common” and “life experiences.”
Participants talked about the piles they placed common in various ways including what
everyone wants, not understanding the term, general descriptions of mental illness, and
what people need to understand about mental illness. Life experience piles ranged from
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causes of mental illness, common things experience every day, what happens in daily life,
what is used to diagnosis mental illnesses, and triggers. Common and life experiences
were broad and applicable to many of the MDS and hierarchical clustering groups. The
MDS and hierarchical clustering groups will now be discussed. Figure 4.1 presents the
MDS map.
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Figure 4.1
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Multidimensional Scaling of Terms in Cultural Model of Mental Illness

Pile sorting analyses revealed six groups of terms: 1) Symptoms, 2) Visible
Symptoms of Mental Illness that Lead to Being Labelled Mentally Ill, 3) Nonprofessional
Treatments, 4) Social Support, 5) Professional Treatment, and 6) Biomedical Aspects
which can be further sorted into three broad categories, a) Diagnosable Symptoms, b)
Support and Care, and c) Biomedical options. Some groups were so intertwined in the
qualitative assessment of the piles that separating them would create an artificial divide
that was not present in participants’ explanations. The three broad categories are
discussed in lieu of the separate groups as they are a better presentation of why
participants sorted the piles in the way they were found. Participants’ responses are
presented in quotations to highlight their own words.
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Diagnosable Symptoms Category

Figure 4.2

Diagnosable Symptoms Category of MDS Map

The first broad category is Diagnosable Symptoms and is presented in figure 4.2.
It is composed of the terms from the groups I refer to as Symptoms and Visible
Symptoms of Mental Illness that Lead to Being Labelled Mentally Ill groups. This
category includes symptoms and how a person experiences mental illness. The main
themes include symptoms and how a person experiences mental illness. Symptoms were
defined as “things related to behavior” and “immediate things that affect mental health.”
These symptoms can be separated into two categories: common symptoms and stigma79

inducing symptoms. Common symptoms were “ways to recognize mental illness,” and
were described by one participant as “the way mental illness presents itself.” ” Stigma
inducing behaviors focus heavily on physical or visible symptoms, which included things
like poor hygiene, odd movements, and odd behaviors. One participant summarized the
stigmatizing nature of these behaviors succinctly, “(these are) what people say about
mental illnesses or their conclusions about mental illness.” How a person experiences
mental illness are also present, such as cannot control, its severity, and isolation.
Support and Care Category

Figure 4.3

Support and Care Category of MDS Map
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The second broad category I call Support and Care consists of the Social Support
and Nonprofessional Treatment groups. It is presented in figure 4.3. These are what
people should do for or to support the mentally ill. The overall theme of nonprofessional
treatment is coping. The terms included are “what other people ought to do,” such as
showing compassion, understanding, and being respectful. What people ought to do is
summarized by one participant who said that people should provide “positive things,
coping, friends, and understanding” to the sufferer. The coping aspect involves what the
ill person should do to “cope and deal with life and everyday life issues.” Social Support
includes physical, tangible, and personal things that a sufferer can turn to for help. As one
participant noted, social support is “family, friends, and people oriented.” Both lay and
mental health professionals agree that social support is paramount for recovery. As one
lay participant said, “You need people in your life.”
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Biomedical Options

Figure 4.4

Biomedical Options Category of the MDS Map

The last broad category was Biomedical Options presented in figure 4.4. It
consists of the professional treatments and biomedical aspect groups. This category
bridges between the biomedically inclined Diagnosable Symptom and the more lay
focused Support and Care categories. Professional Treatments were reported as “things
related to hospitals” or “professionals who are able to treat different things.” Many
participants said they were “solutions” as much as they were “treatments.” This is heavily
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influenced by professional and biomedical influences. The terms within this MDS group
were considered “scientific,” “biological aspects,” and “common causes.” Much like
professional treatments were “professional options,” the terms in the biomedical aspect
category were considered professional options and aspects of mental illness.
Conclusion
Free listing and pile sorting results were used to assess and explore the cultural
domain. Participants grouped those elements into 6 categories: 1) Symptoms, 2) Visible
Symptoms of Mental Illness that Lead to Being Labelled Mentally Ill, 3) Nonprofessional
Treatments, 4) Social Support, 5) Professional Treatment, and 6) Biomedical Aspects.
These can be further categorized into three broad categories: a) Diagnosable Symptoms,
b) Support and Care, and c) Biomedical options. The broad categories were discussed in
greater detail as they were better representations of the qualitative assessments for the
piles. The following chapter presents results of rating tasks to assess and explore a
cultural model of mental illness in Starkville, MS.
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A CULTURAL MODEL OF MENTAL ILLNESS IN STARKVILLE, MS
Introduction
This chapter explores the variation in knowledge of a cultural model of mental
illness among lay and mental health professionals in Starkville, MS. Consensus analysis
was performed on dichotomous rating tasks for four dimensions: 1) important or not
important for people in MS understanding mental illness, 2) causes of mental illness, 3)
symptoms of mental illness, and 4) treatments of mental illness. A dimension is a specific
foci of the larger overall model, much like the six smaller groups and three broader
categories discussed in previous chapters. Dimensions allow the researcher to focus on an
explicit theme or concept (Weller 2007). The threshold for consensus is an eigenvalue
ratio of 3:1, meaning factor 1 explains more than three times the variation in knowledge
than the second factor (Copeland 2011). First, the overall characteristics of each
dimension are discussed. Eigenvalue ratios, the amount of variation explained, standard
deviation for average competence, and the range of individual competence scores are
presented. Visual representations of the domain are also presented for further analysis.
The culturally correct answer key for each dimension is presented. Lastly, the individual
competence scores provided by the analysis are tested for systematic variations within
overall knowledge between lay and mental health professionals. Consensus analysis
results are presented in table 5.1.
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Consensus Analysis Results

Table 5.1

Cultural Consensus Results for the Overall Model with Causes, Symptoms,
and Treatment Dimensions

Dimension

Eigenvalue
Ratio

Mean
Competence

Standard
Deviation

Competence
Range

Respondent
Reliability

Understand

Variability
Explained
(%)

2.6

0.21

0.15

-0.04-0.56

60

0.70

Causes

9.0

0.61

0.15

0.21-0.83

83

0.97

Symptoms

10.0

0.62

0.15

0.26-0.84

85

0.97

Treatment

10.0

0.71

0.19

-0.15-0.92

88

0.98

The first dimension analyzed was important things to understand about mental
illness. The ratio of factor 1 to factor 2 was low at 2.6. The first factor, shared cultural
knowledge, explained only 60 percent of the variability with factor 2 explaining 23
percent. The average competence was also low 0.21 with a standard deviation of 0.15.
Respondent reliability was 70 percent. Individual competence scores ranged from -0.040.56. The eigenvalue ratio and average competence do not meet the threshold to clearly
present a single, shared cultural model of what people should know and understand about
mental illness. Experts in CCA have reported that very broad dimensions or models
typically have less agreement and lower eigenvalues (personal communication, Dr. Toni
Copeland 2016). This dimension was very broad when compared to other dimensions
tested: causes, symptoms, and treatments.
The second dimension assessed was causes. Consensus analysis results for this
dimension (table 5.1), showed a factor 1 to factor 2 ratio of 9.0, nearly three times the
standard threshold. Factor one explained 83 percent of the variability. Average
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competence of participants was 0.61, a standard deviation of 0.15, a competence range of
0.21 to 0.83, and respondent reliability was 97 percent. Both the eigenvalue ratio and
average competence meet the standard threshold for consensus. This data supports a
single shared model of mental illness. A two-dimensional representation of the
participants’ estimated knowledge is presented in figure 5.1. The cluster of competence
scores around the mean also supports the assertion that there is a single, shared cultural
model.

Figure 5.1

Participants’ Competence Scores for Cause Dimension
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The third dimension assessed was symptoms. The ratio of factor 1 to factor 2 was
10.0. Factor one explained 85 percent of the variability within the sample. Average
competence of the dimension was 0.63 percent with a standard deviation of 0.15 with a
competence range of 0.26 to 0.84. The Respondent reliability was 97 percent. This data
supports a single shared cultural model of causes of mental illness. A two-dimensional
representation of the participants’ estimated knowledge is presented in Figure 5.2. The
cluster of competence scores around the mean also supports the assertion that there is a
single, shared cause dimension.

Figure 5.2

Participants' Competence Scores for Symptom Dimension
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Finally, the treatment dimension was analyzed. The factor 1 to factor 2 ratio was
over 10, with factor one explaining 88 percent of the variability within the sample.
Average competence was 0.71 with a standard deviation of 0.19 with a range of -0.15 to
0.92. The Respondent reliability was 98 percent. A two-dimensional representation of the
participants’ estimated knowledge is presented in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3

Participants’ Competence Scores from Treatment Domain

These results indicated that there is a single shared cultural model related to
causes, symptoms, and treatments of mental illness among participants even though what
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people should know and understand about mental illness is contested. The culturally
correct answer keys for all dimensions are presented in Table 5.2. Here, terms are
presented by MDS groups, which allows for an in depth look at patterns within the
cultural model of mental illness.
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Table 5.2

Culturally Correct Answer Key for Overall Model and Specific Dimensions
by Group
Symptoms
Treat Terms
Isolation
No
Severity
No
Life Exp
No

Terms
Abuse
Anxiety
NoContr
ol
Chronic
Crazy

Overall
Yes
Yes
Yes

Caus
Yes
Yes
No

Symp
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

Depress
Drugs/A
lc
Eating
Dis
Emotion
al
Hi/Low

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Overall
Yes
Yes
Yes

Caus
Yes
No
Yes

Symp
Yes
No
No

Treat
No
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Major Loss
Mood
Swing
Injury
PTSD

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

Stress

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Trauma

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Terms
Habits
Hygiene
Odd
Mov
Talk Self

Overall
Yes
Yes
No

Caus
Yes
No
No

Symp
Yes
Yes
Yes

Caus
No
No
No

Symp
No
Yes
No

Treat
No
No
No

Yes

No

Yes

Terms
Work
Educate
d
Coping
Needs
Int
Support
Respect

Overall
Yes
Yes

Caus
No
No

Symp
No
No

Caus
No
No

Symp
No
No

Treat
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Terms
Church
Family
Hotlines

Overall
No
Yes
Yes

Caus
Yes
Yes
No

Symp
No
No
No

Caus
Yes
No
No

Symp
No
No
No

Treat
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Soc
Envrn

Violent/Ag
g
Visible symptoms
Treat Terms
Hard to See
No
Looks Diff
No
Stigma
No
No

Overall
Yes
No
Yes

No
Non-professional treatment
Treat Terms
Overall
Yes Active
Yes
Yes Compassio
Yes
n
Yes Norm Life
No
Yes Recog M.I.
Yes
Yes Talk about
Yes Understand
Social Support
Treat Terms
Yes Environ
Yes Friends
Yes Internet/Me
d
Yes
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Yes
Yes
Overall
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 5.2 (Continued)
Terms
Counsel
Hosp/Int
Psychs
Treat/M
ed

Overall
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Caus
No
No
No
Yes

Symp
No
No
No
No

Terms
Biology
Commo
n
Disease

Overall
Yes
Yes

Cau
Yes
No

Symp
No
No

Yes

Yes

No

Professional Treatments
Treat Terms
Overall
Yes Doctors
Yes
Yes Profession
Yes
Yes Therapy
Yes
Yes
Aspects of M.I.
Treat Terms
Chemical
No
Genetic
No

Overall
Yes
Yes

Caus
No
No
No

Symp
No
No
No

Treat
Yes
Yes
Yes

Caus
Yes
Yes

Symp
No
No

Treat
Yes
No

No

Analyzing Individual Competence Scores
Cultural consensus analysis not only presents an overall view of shared
knowledge with eigenvalue ratios, it also provides competence scores of each participant.
Competence scores quantify how well the individual knows the cultural model; the more
a participant knows the model, the higher their individual competence score. These scores
allow for the ability to test for systematic differences of the shared knowledge.
One hypothesis of this project was to test the intracultural variability between
mental health professionals and the lay public. Three dimensions had enough shared
knowledge to say there is a single shared cultural model of the causes, symptoms, and
treatments for mental illness. A one-way ANOVA was used to test for significant
statistical differences between these two groups and their factor 1 and factor 2 scores. It
was only for the cause dimension that there are significant differences in factor 2 scores
(f = 1.46, p < 0.05). The systematic differences in the groups’ factor 2 scores warrant
further investigation. When the groups were delineated and the competence scores were
plotted against one another for each dimension, there was a clear distinction of lay and
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professionals within the cause dimension shown in figure 5.4. Green dots represent those
who are not mental health professionals and red represent the lay public. The dashed lines
are set to the mean of the factor scores. All but one mental health professional, a
professor of clinical psychology, clustered below the factor 2 median.

Figure 5.4

Lay and Professional Designated Competence Scores for Cause Dimension

Most mental health professionals’ knowledge does not vary much from the single,
shared cultural model. On the other hand, most lay people know the overall cultural
model but also show quite a bit of variation in what they know. This relationship is also
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apparent when the cultural consensus analysis data are examined by mental health
professionals and lay people in table 5.3. Mental health professionals have a lower mean,
higher standard deviation, and lower range for individual knowledge of the overall
dimension of what people should know or understand about mental illness. Lay people
have a higher mean, lower standard deviation, and larger range. This evidence suggests
there are structural differences within the knowledge of the cultural dimension dependent
upon whether a participant is or is not a mental health professional despite no statistical
significant difference between the groups.
Table 5.3

Continuous Data for Cause Dimension for Lay and Mental Health
Professionals

Variable

Lay
(n=38)
.62
.13
0.28-0.83

Mean
S.d.
Range

Mental Health
Professionals
(n=10)

Total
(n=48)

0.54
0.20
0.21-0.76

0.61
0.15
0.21-0.83

Lay people and mental health professionals were separated and cultural consensus
analysis was performed to determine where lay people and mental health professionals
differ in shared cultural knowledge. Results are presented in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4

Cultural Consensus Results for Cause Dimension for Overall, Lay, and
Mental Health Professionals

Dimension

Eigenvalue
Ratio

Mean
Competence

Standard
Deviation

Competence
Range

Respondent
Reliability

Overall

Variability
Explained
(%)

9.0

0.61

0.15

0.21-0.83

83

0.98

Lay

9.1

0.62

0.13

0.28-0.83

84

0.96

Professional

4.3

0.50

0.26

0.21-0.76

76

0.76
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Both mental health professionals and lay people had high eigenvalues, mean
competence, though the standard deviation among professionals was high. The three
cultural dimensions, overall, professional, and lay, are combined into in Table 5.5 for
comparison.
Table 5.5

Culturally Correct Key for Cause Dimension by Overall, Lay, and Mental
Health Professionals
Symptoms
Professional
Terms
Isolation
Severity
Life Exp
No
Major Loss
Mood Swing
Injury
PTSD
Stress
Trauma
No
Violent/Agg
No
Visible symptoms
Professional
Terms
Hard to See
Looks Diff
Stigma

Terms
Abuse
Anxiety
NoControl
Chronic
Crazy
Depress
Drugs/Alc
Eating Dis
Emotional
Hi/Low

Overall
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Lay

Terms
Habits
Hygiene
Odd Mov
Talk Self

Overall
Yes
No
No
No

Lay

Terms
Work
Educated
Coping
Needs Int
Support
Respect

Overall
No
No
No
No
No
No

Lay

Terms

Overall

Lay

Non-professional treatment
Professional
Terms
Active
Compassion
Norm Life
Recog M.I.
No
Talk about
Understand
Social Support
Professional
Terms

Church
Family
Hotlines
Soc Envrn

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Environ
Friends
Internet/Med
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Overall
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Lay

Professional

Yes

No

Yes

No

Overall
No
No
No

Lay

Professional

Yes

No

Overall
No
No
No
No
No
No

Lay

Professional

Overall

Lay

Professional

Yes
No
Yes

Yes

No

Table 5.5 (Continued)
Terms
Counsel
Hosp/Int
Psychs
Treat/Med

Overall
No
No
No
Yes

Lay

Terms
Biology
Common
Disease

Overall
Yes
No
Yes

Lay

Yes

Professional Treatments
Professional
Terms
Doctors
Profession
Therapy
No
Aspects of M.I.
Professional
Terms
Chemical
Genetic

Overall
No
No
No

Lay

Professional

Overall
Yes
Yes

Lay

Professional

As was suggested in the visual graph of individual knowledge, the professionals’
cultural dimension mirrors the overall dimension more closely than the lay. Notable
differences between the overall and the professional dimension are: hospital and mental
institutions, emotional, extreme highs and lows, church and religious leaders, mood
swings, level of severity, violent or aggressive, and treatment and medication are not
considered causes by the professionals. This plays out in the qualitative data;
professionals gave their responses with many caveats. Terms like extreme highs and
lows, mood swings, and violent and aggressive were said to be as symptoms of mental
illness and not causes. This follows tracks with how causes and symptoms are
differentiated in mental health training.
The lay culturally correct answer key includes more terms than the overall
culturally correct answer key. Odd behaviors, cannot control, needs interaction, stigma,
are present in the lay specific cultural model. In comparison to the professional specific
cultural model, traditional symptoms of mental illness (odd behaviors, mood swings,
violent and aggressive, extreme highs and lows, etc.) are considered causes for mental
illness by lay individuals. Mental illnesses are “defined sets of emotional and behavior
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symptoms.” As one participant noted, “mental illness can manifest in behaviors.”
Behaviors and symptoms are how mental illnesses are defined and are intimately tied to
their causes, which suggest the lay dimension is focused on understanding causes of
mental illness by how the mentally ill act. This is in line with literature on how lay people
understand mental illness, such as the folk psychiatric model (Haslam 2003, 2005).
Conclusion
This chapter presented an assessment and exploration four cultural dimensions of
mental illness in Starkville, MS: 1) important things to understand about mental illness,
2) causes of mental illness, 3) symptoms of mental illness, and 4) treatments of mental
illness. Anthropac was used to perform cultural consensus analysis on these four
dimensions to see if there was enough shared knowledge to say there is shared, cultural
dimension. Only three of the four met the standard requirements: causes, symptoms, and
treatments. Intracultural variation was then assessed for these three dimensions. Even
though there was one shared cultural dimension of causes of mental illness, mental health
professionals and lay people differed on what the dimension entailed. Mental health
professionals differentiated symptoms of mental illness from causes of mental illnesses, a
distinction that lay participants did not make.
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MENTAL ILLNESS IN THEIR OWN WORDS: A QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter provides in an in-depth look at the cultural model of mental illness
through the participants’ own words. Qualitative data from open-ended questions provide
context for how the participants understand mental illness in general. Participants were
asked three open-ended questions: 1) In your own words, please define mental illness (1st
phase only, n=35); 2) “Have you ever known anyone diagnosed with a mental illness? If
so, what?” Can you tell me what it is like to deal with this? (n=124), and 3) Are there any
differences between a mental illness and physical illness? If so, what are they? (n=124).
Even though these open-ended questions did not ask directly about causes, symptoms, or
treatments, these three dimensions were prominently featured in responses. The
qualitative results were analyzed for major themes, which are presented in table 6.1.
First, how participants reported they conceptualize mental illness is discussed,
which includes a working definition of mental illness. Next, focus shifts to the inherent
properties of mental illnesses, which include a dichotomy of mental illnesses in relation
to physical illnesses, and their social aspects. Then, a deeper look at symptoms and their
properties is presented. Lastly, how participants spoke about treatment is explored.
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Table 6.1

Major Themes Derived from Qualitative Results Discussed by Percentage
of Lay, Professional, and Overall Groups

Topic

Specific
Theme

% who Discussed
Lay

Pro

Total

Define Mental Illness

Mind

27

0

23

47

80

37

nPro =5, nLay = 30

Mental: Thoughts, Behaviors,
Emotions
Brain: Biological State

23

60

37

Normal Behaviors

43

20

40

Dependent on Sufferer

3

28

6

Apart from Sufferer

1

11

3

Uncertainty

5

11

6

15

22

16

Social Support

8

17

9

Stress on Social Supporters

9

0

8

Stigma

21

28

22

Mood Swings

15

6

14

Anxiety

4

6

4

Depression

7

6

6

nPro = 18, nLay = 106

Visible and Linked to Biology

2

0

1

28

0

24

Treatment

Invisible and Cause
Undetectable
Should be Treated

3

0

2

8

28

11

9

22

13

26

56

31

5

11

13

Properties of Mental Illness

Mental and Physical Intertwined
nPro = 18, nLay = 106

Symptoms

nPro = 18, nLay = 106

No Difference Between M.I.
and P.I.
Different than P.I.
Harder to Treat than P.I.
Curability

What is Mental Illness?
The first open-ended question asked participants (n=35) to define mental illness in
their own words. Here, the defining features of mental illness were the causes of mental
illness and normality. According to participants, mental illnesses affect and are found in
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three different though not mutually exclusive states within the ill person: 1) the mind, a
state that was not clearly defined, 2) mental state, which focuses on thoughts, behaviors,
and emotions, 3) and the brain, the more biomedical oriented, biological state. Many
defined mental illness as dealing with the “mind.” Put simply, a mental illness is “a
disorder of the mind” with the mind being unstable or “is sick and needs help.” The
second involves with mental states with a heavy leaning towards thoughts and emotions.
Deviant mental states, emotional and psychological dysfunctions, and the disruption of
normal thoughts or normal processes of thinking were mentioned as both causes and
symptoms of mental illness. Mental illness is an “imbalance or change in a person’s
thoughts and behaviors.” The third was the brain (physical and biological). The biological
construct of mental illness focused on a chemical imbalance in the brain, brain
dysfunctions, and genetics. Chemical imbalances were the biological aspects mentioned
most, but trauma and brain dysfunctions were also reported.
Nearly all participants said that the symptoms of mental illness are compared to
“normal” behavior. Mental illness was defined as “disease that affects the ability to have
normal thoughts or normal thinking of the way things should be” and “changes in the
normal state of everyday living that results in a person incapable of dealing with things
and everyday life.” Mental illnesses “do not let people function normally in society all
the time.” “Normal” behavior is highly dependent on sociocultural norms, a fact that
some participants noted. Some participants questioned the nature of normality with one
participant defining mental illness as “a departure from the norm–whatever that is.”
One participant’s definition summarizes al attributes mental illness found
throughout the responses:
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“A mental illness is a physical, emotional, and mental phenomena. It is a
chemical imbalance in the brain that can affect thinking, the physical
body, and emotional wellbeing. Because it is not just biological, mental
illness requires more than a biomedical cure. Mental illnesses need more
than medicine.”
The lay sample mentioned the mind exclusively, though the second state mentioned most
was Mental. Professionals also favored the mental state as primarily where mental
illnesses are found, but the second highest was the biological brain. Abnormality
transforms these three states into mental illnesses; when any combination of the three
deviate from what is considered normal, the person is mentally ill. Normality was judged
on behaviors and thought processes.
Only 20 percent of mental health professionals mentioned deviation from
normal, where 43 percent of the lay respondents talked about normal behaviors
being important. Mental illnesses are physical and biological (professional), but
they are also highly emotional and centered within the mind or mental states (lay).
They are chemical imbalances (professional), but they are more than just
biological dysfunctions (lay). Mental illnesses need biomedical treatments
(professional), but they also need more than just biomedical treatments (lay).
Though I have separated these out in neat dichotomies for ease of comparison,
they are not distinguished so dualistically in either the professional or the lay
participants.
Properties of Mental Illnesses
Participants discussed inherent properties of mental illnesses throughout
all three open-ended questions. These properties were derived from experiences
dealing with mental illness from open-ended question 2 and comparing mental
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and physical illnesses from open-ended question 3. The ways mental illnesses are
understood and rationalized include a dichotomy of mental illness, properties in
relation to physical illnesses, and their social aspects.
The first property of mental illness mentioned often by the entire sample was a
dichotomy, which was broken into two key components that are not mutually exclusive
by the participants: 1) the features of the mental illness are dependent the sufferer, and 2)
mental illness was something that was apart from the sufferer. As one participant noted,
“mental illness is a personal state.” Things that can alter this personal nature of mental
illness are “a person’s SES, education, level of support,” “the nature of the problem
(mental illness),” and “the mental place the person is within.” Whereas some see it as a
personal state that is dependent on the individual for most of its characteristics, others see
it as something that is outside the individual, “mental illness is a thing in and of itself.” It
is not the person’s fault that they became mentally ill, “mental illness is not the person, it
is something that is done to the person.” One professional summed up the seeming
dichotomy of being both highly dependent on the person as something not of the person
as the “the paradox of mental illness.” “You have no control over mental illness, but there
is so much you can do to influence it.” One way of influencing mental illness is to take
action, but while taking action you:
…must accept mental illness takes hold of you. Mental illness is a state of
mind that is outside a person’s control while also being of the person.
Before a person can take appropriate action, they must KNOW what
appropriate action is based on the mental illness and must understand that
mental illness cannot be control.
Only 3 percent of lay people talked about how mental illnesses were dependent on the
sufferer, whereas nearly 30 percent of professionals mentioned this characteristic. Their
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connection within the mentally ill rests on the person’s mind, mindset, or psyche. One
participant noted that the main cause of mental illness is “habits of mind.” Two mental
health professionals spoke of psyche in relation to mindset. Two mental illnesses were
discussed in this way: depression and anxiety. Depression and anxiety were said to be
internalized negative emotions. Trauma that was done to a person was internalized into
fear or fearful features, or habits of mind. Depression was also considered to be negative
internalized features. Things that were done to a person interact, combine, internalized,
and become things in and of themselves that are outside the control of the person.
Participants were asked if there were any differences between mental and physical
illnesses to facilitate a deeper look at the properties of mental illness. Whereas many may
not deal with mental illness every day, they may be able to recall greater detail when
asked to compare it with the more common, more accepted, and more regularly occurring
physical illnesses. My analysis led to two further properties of mental illness: 1)
uncertainty and 2) an indistinguishable nature with the physical.
Many participants noted that there was a “clear distinction between mental and
physical illnesses.” The most common feature mentioned was uncertainty. Mental
illnesses were reported as presenting in different, irregular ways. Mental illnesses lead to
“unpredictable actions,” whereas nearly every facet of physical illnesses is believed to be
known. . This unpredictability of mental illnesses leaves “...a lot of unanswered
questions” when it comes to cause, symptoms, and treatments. These uncertainties will be
discussed in depth in later sections.
Despite being a state of mind, many participants felt that there was a link between
physical illnesses and mental illnesses. As one participant noted, “A mental illness cannot
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be divorced from its physical aspects. There is no split or difference between the two. A
mental illness doesn’t exist outside of the physical.” Things such as bodily stress, aches
and pains, immobility or loss of physical capability, can all lead to depression, anxiety,
and other mental illnesses. But the opposite is also true, “if a person is depressed enough,
the body can shut down just like a physical illness.” Informants noted that the physical
world affects your mood, your state of mind, your psyche, or your mental state can bleed
into your body as aches and pains.
Not every participant believed that the mind-body split was false. Many said the
difference between mental and physical illness was simple: “one is mental and one is
physical.” Many kept the separation of the mind and body quite intact, saying that one
could not affect the other, “physical illnesses are biological. Physical illnesses are also
attacks on the body. Mental illnesses are chemical imbalances,” “some physical
conditions look like mental illness, but not all physical illnesses are mental and vice
versa,” and “mental and physical illnesses have different processes within the body.”
Whereas the overwhelming majority did feel that both mental and physical illnesses were
connected, many still felt that there were differences between them. The extent of these
differences requires further research.
Mental illness is highly social. The social nature of mental illness affects the
relationships that the mentally ill can create, maintain, or sustain. The participants of this
research focused on three social aspects: 1) social interactions and social isolation; 2)
relationships with friends, family, and caregivers; and 3) stigma.
One word sums the participants’ overall feelings when they spoke about the social
relationship with sufferers: difficult. “The mentally ill can be difficult, relationships can
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be strained, and they can be frustrating.” The challenge of dealing with mental illness
does not come solely from the symptoms of mental illness, though that was a key factor.
Many people found it difficult to deal with the unpredictability, mood swings, or severe
personality changes. Unpredictability was mentioned multiple times with regard to social
relations, with one participant noting “the mentally ill person snapped; they went from
being fine to not being fine. It was scary and tough to witness. The person was
unpredictable.” Interactions with unpredictable sufferers were “gut wrenching.” There
was a lack of consistency with the mentally ill person, leaving one participant with “no
idea what the next hour or day would be like.” It was “scary,” isolating, and left the
participant with a feeling of helplessness. The mentally ill also felt very socially isolated.
As one sufferer noted, “mental illness is very isolating.” People “feel trapped in their own
worlds” and can’t connect with others, even though they may want to. “When in a
depression, you feel alone even with people around.” The depressed person “feels like a
storm on the ocean. Waves are coming over you, but there is no way out of the water.”
But even when there were no overt symptoms, being mentally ill could mean having to
change everything about yourself. As one participant noted, “the challenge comes from
having to deal with someone who doesn’t see life as planned.” The lack of knowledge of
what mental illness means to a person and does to an individual led one participant to
having difficulty empathizing with the mentally ill. “It was hard to show empathy to the
person (ill), but this could have been because of the great confusion and frustration of just
not knowing what to do.”
Multiple participants expressed the belief that mental illness affects friends,
family, and caregivers. “Mental illness affects everyone.” One participant said “the crazy
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affected everyone,” while another reported the symptoms “changed the views of her and
the people around me and her.” Family was the social support system mentioned by the
majority. Mental illness puts “tremendous strain on family.” A family member of one
participant suffered from bipolar disorder that led to neglect, physical harm, and divorce.
Another participant expressed that a person suffering from bipolar disorder “did not act
like a responsible adult” and would rather party and have a good time than take care of
his or her kids. Another noted that the family had to deal with the “repercussions of the
life choices she (the mentally ill person) chose.” These life choices may not be choices at
all, such as not being able to hold down a job, but there were still ripples throughout the
sufferer’s family.
Caregivers were also affected negatively. Nine percent of the lay population and
none of the mental health professionals mentioned stress on caregivers and social
supporters. A participant who took care of a mentally ill person said it was
“overwhelming.” She felt helpless, and she could do nothing about the person’s
depression. The difficulties of the caregiver were summed concisely: “The caregiver has
to change their expectations, let go of what is ‘normal,’ and focus on what the person
needs.” Changed expectations could mean altering what caregiver feels is proper
treatment, recovery, and management. How you communicate with the mentally ill
person is one facet that both sufferers and caregivers felt was very difficult. But one key
thing mentioned by caregivers was to stress that caregivers must understand that when
things go wrong “it is not the caretaker’s fault.” One participant didn’t recognize a person
was suffering until it was too late. The participant “didn’t know how to help” and she felt
guilty. A mental health professional also touched on this subject, saying that people in the
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mental health fields fall into one of two camps: those who are “very personally involved”
and those who put “clinical distance between themselves and the patients. The first camp
can be dangerous. If you are very personally involved, you may bring your work home
with you.”
The last social aspect of mental illness is stigma. Approximately 21 percent of the
lay participants and 28 percent of the professional participants mentioned stigma. Stigma
is explained the participants’ responses: “mental illness is not socially discussed,”
“mental illnesses are perceived by the public as being not safe,” and “mental illness is
more stigmatized than physical illness.” One participant summed up the lack of
discussion clearly: “you don’t tell people you are on Prozac, but you will tell them you
have an asthma inhaler.” The participants noted that physical illnesses were more
accepted than mental illness, “we accommodate someone with a physical illness with
access, such as a wheelchair and wheelchair ramps, but we do not accommodate for
things like grief.” A few participants still ask questions like “is it (mental illness) real?”
Two participants noted the discrepancies that insurance companies have towards mental
illness. Insurance companies are less likely to pay for full treatment of mental illness.
Many reported that there is far less social acceptance of mental illness than physical
illnesses. One participant said, “A physical illness is more likely to be interpreted as
needing professional help.” This was reinforced by the reported feeling that mentally ill
are just supposed to “suck it up” or “just get over it,” especially in the South.
Mental illnesses are highly varied things within the minds of the participants.
Three overarching components were discussed, 1) a dichotomy, 2) properties that are
related to physical illnesses, and 3) social aspects of mental illness. Though these are
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separated into three categories, these properties are not mutually exclusive and are related
to the biomedical and lay understanding of mental illness. The biomedical explanation
views mental illness as something that is physical separate, whereas lay people do not
make that fine of a distinction. The biomedical model does not see a divergence between
mental and physical illness, as mental illnesses are physical abnormalities within the
brain. This is not the case for all professionals as intracultural variability applies to the
field, but many psychiatrists, the gatekeepers for all things mental illness related, are
biomedically inclined. Lay individuals also see mental illness as distinct from physical
illnesses, but the reasons for this distinction are quite different than professional. The
social aspects of mental illnesses are very different between these two groups, with
professionals mentioning structural issues and the lay population focusing on person
centric social components. Because the biomedical model of mental illness is singularly
focused on the sufferer and the biological abnormalities within him or her, the social
aspect is often overlooked by professionals. Mental illness sufferers are in near constant
contact with friends, family, and caretakers whereas they are seen by professionals in
highly regimental time periods on certain appointed days.
Symptoms
Symptom themes were derived from 124 participant responses to two questions
across all three phases, “do you know anyone diagnosed with a mental illness? If so,
what?” Can you tell me what it is like to deal with that mental illness” and “Are there any
differences between mental illness and a physical illness. If so, what?” Mental illness
symptoms were a complex and, oftentimes, difficult subject for many of the participants
to discuss. The overwhelming majority of participants had known someone diagnosed
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with a mental illness, and only a few people noted that their experience with the mentally
ill was not direct or was secondhand knowledge. This nearness led to symptoms as major
foci of discussion. This section reports major themes that are pertinent to the symptoms
dimension from all three of the open-ended questions. The discussion begins with overall
beliefs about mental illness symptoms, typical mental illness behaviors, and then an indepth look at three conditions that were mentioned directly: mood swings, anxiety, and
depression. Then, the discussion turns to the inherent properties of the symptoms. Two
features of symptoms were mentioned directly; 1) symptoms that could be seen and their
causes and 2) symptoms that could not be seen and those causes. Those will be discussed
in turn.
Participants defined symptoms as “break(s) from the logical and rational nature
that is so prized in society.” These breaks from the norm led to great uncertainty and
doubt for those who are witnesses a mentally ill person as to what is happening to the
sufferer and what to do help them. One participant remarked that “times spent being
mentally ill are very dark times” and “there was great despair.” In the responses that deal
with symptoms, the majority of symptoms and the troubles caused for others were
irrational or illogical behaviors. The lay group discussed symptoms more than
professionals, with nearly 30 percent reporting that symptoms were invisible and the
causes were undetectable.
As one person noted in regards to behaviors of another mentally ill person, “the
person was disorganized and performed odd behaviors,” and “have poor social skills and
poor educational performance,” and suffer from uncontrollable behaviors. One
participant described the behaviors of the mentally ill person he or she was exposed to as
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“chaos.” “The mentally ill are disorganized, they do not finish things they start, and they
can’t make plans, and cannot deal with change.” These difficulties are not lost upon those
who suffer mental illnesses with one participant with a history of poor mental health
saying that mental illness “makes everyday tasks harder.” Fear and uncertainty were the
overwhelming feelings of people who are exposed to chaotic and uncontrollable mental
illness behaviors. As one participant reported, “for mania, the key symptom is almost
uncontrollable behavior. You can’t predict or control the behavior.” One mentally ill
person was “angry, confused, and obsessive.” These behaviors related to three symptom
clusters or conditions that will now be discussed: mood swings, depression, and anxiety.
Fifteen percent of the lay public and Six percent of the professional sample mentioned
mood swings, seven percent of the lay and six percent of the professional participants
mentioned depression, and six percent of lay and six percent of professionals mentioned
anxiety.
The condition participants mentioned most in their responses was mood swings,
which they described as putting the mentally ill person on “an emotional rollercoaster
ride.” They were reported as “violent,” “irrational,” and having “periods of instability and
stability.” Instability was a key component and defined by a participant as leaving the
sufferer “fragile, unstable.” A mentally ill person suffering mood swings is “erratic,
paranoid, and hard to deal with. They may also be sensitive, but their moods may swing
and they become angry, yell, and scream.” When a participant was in an extreme high,
they were “compulsive, happy, and hard to comprehend.” But this high could also lead to
sensitivity, agitation, “angry, yelling, and screaming.” One participant noted that the
mood swings had the sufferer “constantly posting long rants on Facebook, and planning
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to confront the U.S. congress.” The extreme highs were mentioned more than the extreme
lows in regards to mood swings. Extreme lows were often relegated to their own category
of depression. A low swing could lead to oversensitivity and deep depression. When a
person swung into an extreme low, they could “lock themselves in a room for days.”
Moods could change quickly, leaving many participants who deal with mental illness on
edge and worrying. As one participant reported about mood swings, he/she feels like
“walking eggshells.”
Anxiety was the second condition mentioned by many of the participants and is a
condition resembling or related to extreme high mood swings. Anxiety was often
connected to post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), from which a few of the participants
reported suffering. Anxiety manifested in “paranoia that leads them (sufferers) to distrust
anyone and everyone.” One sufferer was “on edge all the time” and suffered from
constant “paranoia and anxiety.” In regards to post traumatic stress disorder, one sufferer
defined it as “a lot of anxiety in dealing with everything.” The participant said it was “not
fun” and he or she would be “on edge some days.” The participant disconnected from the
world and feared suffering from panic attacks. During the panic attacks, the participant
would pass out, throw up, become shaky or jittery, and not feel in control. The participant
“had no grounded feeling” and his or her “mind and heart raced.”
Depression was one mood state that was reported as being on the low end of a
mood swing but still a distinct category. One participant’s response to depression
summed up the condition: depression is “like a huge, weighted cloud or fog.” Multiple
participants noted that the depressed sufferer was lethargic, listless, had no motivation,
and sometimes “couldn’t get out of bed.” Sufferers could have trouble focusing, sleeping,
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and remembering things. One participant said sufferers of depression have “checked out”
and “may be a shell of their former selves.” How the sufferer sees themselves and others
around them can be affected by depression, as one person noted when her sister felt
nothing she did was good and people were putting her down in every interaction. The
world was against her in the sister’s opinion. The overall experiences of dealing with her
mentally ill sister were of hopelessness, helplessness, and isolation. As one participant
noted about depression and feeling isolated, “when in a depression, you feel alone even
with people around.”
The symptoms and conditions mentioned above are a conglomeration of both
behaviors and thought processes with their own inherent properties. These two properties
of symptoms and conditions are: 1) visibility and linkage to some biological process
(behaviors) mentioned by two percent of the lay sample and no mental health
professionals and 2) invisibility and their causation is undetectable to most people
reported by 28 percent of the lay sample and none of the mental health professionals.
When participants were asked to compare mental and physical illnesses, the
overwhelming majority of those who dichotomized the two said that physical illnesses
were physical. Physical illnesses are “obvious” and are examples of something that is
“physically wrong.” “A person with a leg problem will have a limp.” Physical illnesses
deal with the “body” or “anatomy” and are “physical breakdown and may be tangible in
pain.” But most importantly, physical illnesses were visible and had “outward signs of
their presence” unlike most mental illnesses. Physical illnesses are “more noticeable” and
can be visualized through tests. As one participant put it, “the difference between mental
and physical illnesses is their visibility.” Physical illnesses also deal with the ability to
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function physically and can lead to an “inability to work” or “handicap a person’s ability
to do physical tasks.”
Mental illnesses were overwhelmingly believed to present non-visible symptoms
and “do not have a definite course of recovery and can’t be recognized easily.” Mental
illnesses are “emotional problems” and “emotional states.” As one participant put it,
mental illnesses are “harder to recognize and understand than physical illnesses.” This is
because of the general belief that mental illnesses deal with the mind, the brain, and are
mental. Mental illnesses do have physical manifestations, but they are “different
manifestations than physical illnesses.” There were no examples of the difference
between physical and mental manifestations directly mentioned by the participants, but
the cultural model of symptoms and the qualitative data do show evidence that irrational
behaviors, odd movements, and things of that nature do fall within the mental illness
cultural dimension of symptoms. The belief that mental illness is mental and physical
illness is physical was not reported by all participants with many feeling one could affect
another. More research must be done to more fully assess the differences.
Treatment
Treatment is the last major topic that is discussed from the qualitative data. These
themes were derived from 124 participant responses to two questions across all three
phases, “do you know anyone diagnosed with a mental illness? If so, what? Can you tell
me what it is like to deal with that mental illness” and “Are there any differences between
mental illness and a physical illness. If so, what?” It must be noted that much of this
discussion was derived from the question “is there any difference between mental and
physical illness? If so, what?” Even though comparison between mental and physical
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illness may jog a participant’s mind of the former, the comparison could be heavily
influenced by how the participant understands physical illnesses. With that in mind, the
treatment section be presented: 1) the overall responses to treatment will be discussed,
followed by 2) the types of treatment that were, and ending with 3) the overall course of
treatment.
Eight percent of the lay participants and 28 percent of the professional
participants saw no difference between treating mental illnesses and physical illnesses,
“both need treatment and help of some sort,” and “mental and physical illnesses should
both be professional treatment.” What that this treatment entails is highly varied and is
never specified in any great detail. Participants overwhelming believed that mental
illnesses are treated differently than physical illnesses, with many participants voicing
similar opinions: “the treatment of mental and physical illnesses is different,” “mental
and physical illnesses are treated differently,” “there are differences between mental and
physical illness treatments.” The two features that were recurring themes with the overall
differences between the mental verses physical illness were ease of treatment and
curability.
Twenty-six percent of the lay sample and 56 percent of professionals reported that
mental illnesses were harder to treat than physical illnesses. As one noted in comparison
between mental and physical illness treatments, “there is no specific medication or
therapy to fix mental illnesses right away.” Physical illnesses are “easy to treat, can be
short term, and easy to identify. Mental illnesses can be lifelong conditions and are harder
to determine the cause.” One participant believed mental illnesses required “more
guesswork to treat” and treatment “is not an exact science.” The treatment for physical
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illnesses is known, the treatments are specified, and they are easy in the minds of
participants.
The second major theme that is found in the qualitative data was curability with 5
percent of the lay sample and 11 percent of the professional mentioning this theme.
Mental illnesses “may not heal the same way physical illnesses do.” According to
participants, physical illnesses are short term and easier to overcome. But mental illnesses
may require many different treatments, many types of treatments, those treatments may
change over time, and the treatments may ultimately fail. As one participant remarked
succinctly, “A mental illness is less likely to be cured with treatment. Mental illnesses are
treatable with medication and therapy, but once you have a mental illness you have that
diagnosis for life.”
Despite the difference between mental and physical illness treatment, there were
overall categories of treatments of mental illness: “family, medication, friends, and
therapy.” As was shown in the MDS, these treatments can be separated into two
categories: 1) non-professional treatments and 2) professional treatments. These
distinctions were found in the qualitative responses. The groups reported most in nonprofessional treatment were family, friends, and other social support systems. Nonprofessional treatments centered on understanding, compassion, and patience. As was
stated by one person, those who want to help a mentally ill person need to be “patient,
understanding,” and “be prepared for whatever comes and have the confidence to bring
the person into society.” To help a mental illness sufferer, the caregiver “requires
patience and understanding to see how they (the sufferers) see.” Mental illnesses are
chronic, and management requires all of the assets mentioned. Non-professional
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treatments have a darker side. Some participants noted that sufferers self-medicated. Only
a few participants noted what the sufferers used as coping strategies, which were church,
drugs and alcohol, and herbal remedies the sufferer created.
The major professional treatment that was talked about by the participants was
medication. Though some of the participants noted that sufferers require more than
medication, it was the mental health professionals who spoke of the need for therapy.
One reason for the emphasis on medication for treatment was mentioned by a mental
health professional. The professional noted that in his or her practice, “Mentally ill
people want an easy fix for their mental illness. They want a magic pill they can take and
be done with. They want to go from A to Z without going through the other letters.”
Therapy was also needed to help “teach the people to deal with mental illness.”
Responses for treatment of mental illness focused on how the treatments are
different between mental and physical illnesses, how mental illnesses are harder to treat
than physical illnesses, and the inability to cure mental illnesses. In all comparisons with
physical illnesses, mental illnesses were more unpredictable, more difficult, and
successful outcomes were not believed to be guaranteed. Much like the multidimensional
scaling results and the culturally correct answer key, treatment options were split between
nonprofessional means focusing on social support and coping with the mental illness and
professional means with an emphasis on doctors, hospitals, and mental health
professionals.
Conclusion
Participants responded to a series of questions which asked about the causes,
symptoms, and treatments of mental illness. These responses were analyzed for major
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themes. Each interacted with and contributed to understanding others. A mental illness
was defined by its symptoms, causes, and treatments. Mental illnesses were part of a
dichotomy that was both of the person and something done to the person. Many
participants felt that there was a distinct difference between mental and physical
influences, and these differences range from causes, symptoms, to treatments. Mental
illnesses are also highly social affairs that involve friends, family, caregivers, and the
public. Symptoms of mental illness focused on behaviors, and the participants focused on
mood swings, depression, and anxiety. The treatment of mental illness was examined last.
Despite some feeling that the treatments for mental and physical illnesses are the same,
mental illness was separated by being uneasy to treat and not as curable as physical
illnesses.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This research used cognitive anthropological and biocultural theory and
methodology to assess whether there is enough shared cultural knowledge to say there is
a single, shared cultural model between mental health professionals and the lay public of
Starkville, MS. Assessing the intracultural variability between these groups would lead to
a better understanding on how they differed on four cultural dimensions: important things
to know about mental illness, causes, symptoms, and treatments.
There was enough shared knowledge to say that there is a single, shared cultural
model of mental illness within Starkville, MS on three of four dimensions: causes,
symptoms, and treatment. The fourth dimension, important things to understand about
mental illness, is a contested dimension as it did not meet the standard for consensus.
Dimensions can be contested when knowledge is not widely shared or there may be
multiple competing groups within it. A possible explanation for this was the broad nature
of the question. There can be greater variability and lower consensus results when the
interview question is broad and not focused on singular topics like just causes or just
treatments.
Further analysis of the systematic variation of knowledge in the cause dimension
was warranted and performed. Mental health professionals and the lay public showed
statistically significant differences with what they said were causes. When the overall,
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lay, and professional cause dimensions were analyzed separately, the culturally correct
answer keys showed where lay and mental health professional causes deviated. The lay
participants felt that symptoms were also causes of mental illnesses, whereas the mental
health professionals did not see symptoms as causes. Many mental health professionals
made this clear during the interviews by pointing out that some of these terms were
symptoms when asked about causes. These symptoms included the terms cannot control,
emotional, extreme highs and lows, mood swings, and violent or aggression. The lay
participants also saw church or religious leaders and the Internet or social media as
causes where the mental health professionals did not. The differences between the groups
may be explained by professional training. Biomedical and professional counseling
training provides mental health professionals with an intricate understanding of
biological, psychological, and social causes of mental illness that the lay public may not
know or distinguish.
Open-ended questions were asked to all the participants to better understand what
the participants know about mental illness. These questions included asking if they had
any experience with someone who was mentally ill and whether or not there is a
difference between mental and physical illnesses. The goal of both of these questions was
to prime a person’s memory about something that they may not be cognizant of on a daily
basis. It is easier to delineate how a condition is different when you are asked to compare
it to one that you deal with more commonly, i.e. the difference between a physical illness
and mental illness.
Participants within the first interview phase were asked to define in their own
words what a mental illness is. A mental illness was defined as being something that is
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both mental/psychological, and based in the mind and abnormal behaviors, thoughts, or
actions. Abnormality was the most consistently mentioned. The mental illness was
always something deviant and not normal despite being caused by a chemical imbalance,
traumatic mental state, or the psychological makeup of the sufferer.
Participants separated the other qualitative themes into causes, symptoms, and
treatments. The causes of mental illness ranged from the biological, such as chemical
imbalances within the brain, to disordered thought processes. Mental illness was also
considered to be highly social in all three themes. Unpredictability in social situations
was key to being seen as mentally ill as well as considered a cause. Social isolation could
also exacerbate the mental illness within a person. Symptoms were embodied through
behaviors, and it was by these behaviors that mental illnesses are seen, diagnosed, and
understood. Three conditions and the symptoms they present were mentioned most, mood
swings, anxiety, and depression. Treatment of mental illness was considered paramount
by the participants, but the cultural model of mental illness shows there are at least two
methods of treatment: professional treatments and nonprofessional treatments.
Professional treatment was considered doctors, professionals, hospitals, and medication.
Nonprofessional treatments focused on coping with family and friends being the major
sources.
Both the qualitative responses and the cultural model lean heavily towards three
common mood disorders: depression, anxiety, and bipolar in the form of mood swings.
Few if any discussed other symptoms or mental disorders. Psychosis, a common mental
illness symptom, was absent. Even when the relatively similar lay term crazy was used,
there was no clear understanding or knowledge of what psychosis is and how it should be
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handled. Mental health outreach to expand the Starkville population’s conceptualization
of mental illness to encompass other conditions is needed.
Treatment of mental illness is the second dimension that is in need of mental
health outreach. Social support was the primary means of treating mental illness, even
though the biomedical options were part of the dimension. Mental health professionals in
the area should work with local, culturally correct social support systems to help these
informal treatment providers to be more effective. This could include cooperation
between providers and local groups, local churches, and any other communal
organization. Bolstering the ability for family and friends to help support the mentally ill
is challenging, but these two groups are paramount in informal treatment options.
Outreach to families and individuals could include limited training in informal diagnoses
mental illnesses, providing a liaison between the public and the mental health providers
as a go between, or creating and sustaining local support groups. Further research must be
done to understand what social support groups are utilized most often by those who are
mentally ill, but a blanket approach to aiding the culturally correct treatment options
within Starkville, MS at this time is needed.
Contributions to the Literature
Both mental health professionals and lay individuals have their own conceptual
systems for understanding mental illness within the literature. Professionals tend to rely
on the biomedical model of mental illness, which sees mental illness as an organic
condition within the brain. Lay individuals can and often do create folk
conceptualizations of mental illness, such as the folk psychiatric model seen within the
literature. This disconnect within the literature between the biomedical model and lay
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conceptualizations is well documented with studies tending to fall to either the
biomedical or lay conceptualization stance with the majority of research on mental health
defaulting to the biomedical model or mental health professional understandings. But the
results here demonstrate that mental health professionals and the lay public of Starkville,
MS share a cultural model of mental illness with very little intracultural variability and no
intercultural variation. Two things must be acknowledged about the mental health
professionals within this sample. A total of 18 professionals were interviewed, and even
though cultural consensus can be performed on small samples, the small number of nonrandomly selected professionals could skew the results. The second feature was the
composition of mental health professionals. In this research, professionals were defined
as anyone who works with or is licensed to treat mental illness sufferers. The majority of
the professionals were psychologists and mental health counselors, two specialties within
the mental health field that are more aligned with the social sciences than they are with
the biomedically inclined psychiatric field. No psychiatrists were interviewed for this
research, leaving the principal biomedical professionals from having representation
within the cultural model. The two distinctions of mental health professionals of the
sample will not allow me to say that there is evidence the theoretical distinctions are not
as wide as they are made out to be in the literature, but these results do expose a need for
further research on the subject.
This research adds to the literature on lay conceptualizations of mental illness. All
phases of analysis show an emphasis on lay understanding over mental health
professional training. MDS results and the culturally correct answer key show there are
more terms pertaining to lay beliefs than professional beliefs. The fact that some mental
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health professionals would preface some responses with “this is a symptom and not a
cure” provides evidence that some portions of the model are geared more towards the lay
understanding. Secondly, behaviors, a key feature for how lay people understand mental
illness in the literature, were prominently featured in how mental illnesses were defined,
understood, identified, and stigmatized. This could be an artifact of the low number of
mental health professionals within the sample, even though cultural consensus analysis
can show distinctiveness within small groups, which was only found in one of the four
dimensions.
The cultural model provides evidence that professional and lay cultures are
similar to some degree, which adds to the literature on how culture influences
professional understandings. The mental health professionals within this sample share the
same cultural knowledge on mental illness with the lay sample despite their specialized
training and professional beliefs in the dominant, biomedical paradigm within the mental
health field. Biomedicine and professional beliefs are not culturally neutral, a key
argument made by the social sciences in the mental health literature. Despite the belief
that biomedicine rises above the cultural influences of the broader sociocultural system,
cultural beliefs will always find a way into the professional training. There is no
unidirectional flow of knowledge from the professional to the lay as the emphasis in the
literature would suggest. Cultural knowledge and biomedical knowledge are continually
flowing between one another with one influencing the other and vice versa. More
research must be done to assess to which system of belief, professional training or the
cultural model, that mental health professionals default to when dealing with the mentally
ill.
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Limitations
This study provided insights into the cultural model of mental illness within
mental health professionals and the lay public within Starkville, MS. Results were not
consistent with the hypotheses of this research. In only one dimension was there
systematic differences between what the groups understood, but the dimension was not
contested. One limitation to this research was the relatively low sample of mental health
professionals. A total of 18 mental health professionals were interviewed across all three
interview phases. More mental health professionals must be interviewed for a more
robust understanding, similarities, and differences within the four dimensions of this
cultural model.
The overall sample size was also a limitation. Whereas the first phase was well
within the usual sample size for free listing phases, the pile sort (n=20) and rating task
(n=48) were small. Even though there were distinct groups within the MDS, there were
some terms that may have been better positioned if the sample size had been larger. The
rating task sample was ample, but it was not large enough for other statistical analysis to
be run with confidence in their results. Consensus analysis can be used effectively with
very small samples, but the small sample size increases the chance for a lack of
consensus. A larger rating task sample may have been able to better demarcate why the
important things to understand domain was contested or show that it was not contested.
Further research with a larger sample is ideal.
The research design of this thesis did not use a random sample. Cultural data and
analysis do not require random samples due to the nature of the data. Cultural consensus
analysis also does not require a random sample to be used efficiently. Without a random
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sample of both the population and the mental health professionals within the city, there is
no way to know if the results are truly representative. A random sampling design would
allow for a more nuanced and ultimately truly representative understanding of the cultural
model of mental illness.
The qualitative portion of this research is also of limited use. Semi-structured
interviews and not unstructured interviews were used. The questions directed the
participants’ thoughts to one of two things, experience with a mentally ill person and
what that was like and whether there was a difference between mental and physical
illness. Ethnographic work within the community and open ended questions could elicit a
more in depth understanding of how Starkville locals and mental health professionals
understand mental illness.
Conclusions
This study presents evidence that there is a single, shared cultural model of mental
illness within the lay public and biomedical professionals on three of four dimensions:
causes, symptoms, and treatments. Unlike what was hypothesized, there was little to no
difference between what how the lay public understands mental illness and how mental
health professionals understand mental illness. There were only systematic differences in
the knowledge of what causes mental illness between lay people and mental health
professionals, but the two groups still drew from the same cultural model. The symptoms
dimension was based on non-normal actions that were both visible expressions of mental
illness, such as extreme highs and lows and depression, but symptoms that were also
considered to be stigmatizing were also mentioned, such as bad hygiene, odd movements,
and odd behaviors. The treatment dimension housed two different methods of treatment,
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a nonprofessional style of treatment that is based on social support and coping and a
professional style that relies on medication, hospitals, and mental health professionals.
Qualitative responses show that the inherent properties of mental illness are also
complex. This research shows that conceptions of mental illness and mental health in
Starkville, MS are multifaceted and multidimensional.
This study contributes to the knowledge of mental illness conceptualization, the
differences in how lay and professional groups conceptualize mental illness, the possible
blurred distinction between lay and professional understandings, and how mental illness
is understood in Starkville and the surrounding area, which is home to local community
health centers, hospitals, and local mental health professionals. Even though there is
cultural variability within the population and the results, this information can provide the
local mental health professionals with a baseline from which they can build outreach
programs or better address cultural understandings of the causes, symptoms, and proper
treatments of mental illness. This research will allow any groups within Starkville that
wish to address mental health in their community with what the public does and does not
know about mental illness. It will allow for the targeting of misinformation or a lack of
information on what can and should be done. Knowledge does not equal behavior, but we
cannot expect a person who is trying to help a mental illness sufferer or the sufferer
themselves to know proper treatment options or other treatment options within the area
without first providing them with such information.
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS
THROUGHOUT MS
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Psychiatric Diagnostic Evaluation
Evaluation and Medication
Management
Psychotherapy
Medication Administration
Assessment
Treatment Plan Review
Individual Therapy
Nursing Assessment
Family Therapy
Group Therapy
Multi-Family Therapy
Psychological Evaluation
Targeted Case Management
Assertive Community Treatment
Psychosocial Rehabilitation
Psychosocial Rehabilitation
(Senior)
Day Treatment
Day Support
Acute Partial Hospitalization
Crisis Response
Crisis Residential
Community Support Services
Peer Support
Wraparound Facilitation
Intensive Outpatient Psychiatric
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
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Free list Phase:
Mental Illness in Starkville, MS: A Cultural Consensus Analysis of the Public
Conceptions of Mental Illness
Case ID _______
Location _______
Date _______
Over 18? (yes/no)[If under 18, terminate interview]
Age _______
Audio recorded: yes/no
Gender _______

1. What is your relationship status?
a. How long?
2. How many people live in your household?
3. Do you work?
a. If so, what do you do?
b. Can you tell me approximately what you or your household makes a
year?
4. Do you or any of your immediate family members work in healthcare?
5. What is the highest level of education you have reached?
6. Are you from Mississippi?
a. If not, how long have you lived in MS?
b. Where are you from?
7. Have you ever lived anywhere else?
a. If so, where have you lived?
i. How long did you live there?
8. What is your ethnicity?
9. What is your religious affiliation?
10. How would you describe your sexual orientation?
11. In your own words, please define mental illness
12. Please tell me everything people should know about mental illness:
13. Please tell me all of the causes of mental illness:
14. What symptoms do people associate with mental illness:
15. Please tell me all the ways people recognize someone with a mental illness:
16. Please tell me everywhere a person can go for help with mental illness:
17. Please tell me all the ways to treat or cure mental illness:
18. Have you ever known anyone diagnosed with a mental illness?
a. If so, what?
b. Can you tell me what it is like to deal with this?
19. Are there any differences between a mental illness and a physical illness?
a. If so, what are they?
Pile sort Phase:
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Mental Illness in Starkville, MS: A Cultural Consensus Analysis of the Public
Conceptions of Mental Illness
Case ID _______
Location _______
Date _______
Over 18? (yes/no)[If under 18, terminate interview]
Age _______
Audio recorded: yes/no
Gender _______
1. What is your relationship status?
a. How long?
2. How many people live in your household?
3. Do you work?
a. If so, what do you do?
b. Can you tell me approximately what you make a year?
4. Do you or any of your immediate family members work in healthcare?
5. What is the highest level of education you have reached?
6. Are you from Mississippi?
a. If not, how long have you lived in MS?
b. Where are you from?
7. Have you ever lived anywhere else?
a. If so, where have you lived?
i. How long did you live there?
8. What is your ethnicity?
9. What is your religious affiliation?
10. How would you describe your sexual orientation?
11. Please place these cards in as many piles as you want for any reason
you want.
a. Can you tell me why you sorted the cards this way? (tell me about your
piles)
12. Have you ever known anyone diagnosed with a mental illness?
a. If so, what?
b. Can you tell me what it is like to deal with this?
13. Are there any differences between a mental illness and a physical illness?
a. If so, what are they?
Rating Task Phase:
Mental Illness in Starkville, MS: A Cultural Consensus Analysis of the Public
Conceptions of Mental Illness
Case ID _______
Location _______
Date _______
Over 18? (yes/no)[If under 18, terminate interview]
Age _______
Audio recorded: yes/no
Gender _______
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Rating Task
1. What is your relationship status?
a. How long
2. How many people live in your household?
3. Do you work?
a. If so, what do you do?
b. Can you tell me approximately what you or your household makes a year?
4. Do you or any of your immediate family members work in healthcare?
5. What is the highest level of education you have reached?
6. Are you from Mississippi?
a. If not, how long have you lived in MS?
b. Where are you from?
7. What is your ethnicity?
8. What is your religious affiliation?
9. How would you describe your sexual orientation?
10. I am going to give you a list of terms, and I would like you to please tell me if the
term is important or not important for people in MS understanding mental illness.
TERMS

YES/NO

1

Treat with Respect

30

2

Depression

31

3

Odd Movements

32

4

Anxiety

33

5

Hospital/Mental Institution

34

6

Understanding

35

7

Biological

36

8

Family

37

9

Trauma

38

10

Talk About It

39

11

Eating Disorder

40

12

Internet/Social Media

41

13

Crazy

42

14

Friends

43

15

Looks Different

44

16

Isolation

45

17

Hygiene

46

18

Common

47

19

Emotional

48
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TERMS
Hotlines
Cannot Control
Drugs & Alcohol
Talk to Self
Support
Needs Interaction
Habits
Able to Work
Live Normal Life
Chemical
Psychiatrist/Psychologist
Stigma
Therapy
PTSD
Genetic
Counselors
Physical Injury
Be Educated
Hard to See

YES/NO

20

Coping

49

21

Professional

50

22

Real Disease

51

23

Life Experiences

52

24

Compassion

53

25

Abuse/Self Abuse

54

26

Odd Behaviors

55

27

Extreme Highs and Lows

56

28

Church or Religious Leader

57

29

Major Loss

58
59

Recognize Mental Illness
Mood Swings
Level of Severity
violent/Aggressive
Treatments & Medication
Stress
Chronic
Doctor
Social Environment
Environmental
Be Active

11. Now, I would like to ask you specifically about perceived causes of mental
illness. Please tell me if each item is or is not considered a cause of mental illness
in Mississippi.
TERMS

YES/NO

1

Treat with Respect

30

2

Depression

31

3

Odd Movements

32

4

Anxiety

33

5

Hospital/Mental Institution

34

6

Understanding

35

7

Biological

36

8

Family

37

9

Trauma

38

10

Talk About It

39

11

Eating Disorder

40

12

Internet/Social Media

41

13

Crazy

42

14

Friends

43

15

Looks Different

44

16

Isolation

45

17

Hygiene

46

18

Common

47

19

Emotional

48

20

Coping

49

21

Professional

50

22

Real Disease

51

23

Life Experiences

52

24

Compassion

53

25

Abuse/Self Abuse

54
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TERMS
Hotlines
Cannot Control
Drugs & Alcohol
Talk to Self
Support
Needs Interaction
Habits
Able to Work
Live Normal Life
Chemical
Psychiatrist/Psychologist
Stigma
Therapy
PTSD
Genetic
Counselors
Physical Injury
Be Educated
Hard to See
Recognize Mental Illness
Mood Swings
Level of Severity
violent/Aggressive
Treatments & Medication
Stress

YES/NO

26

Odd Behaviors

55

27

Extreme Highs and Lows

56

28

Church or Religious Leader

57

29

Major Loss

58
59

Chronic
Doctor
Social Environment
Environmental
Be Active

12. Now, I would like to ask you specifically about perceived symptoms of mental
illness. Please tell me if each item is or is not considered a symptom of mental
illness in Mississippi.
TERMS

YES/NO

1

Treat with Respect

30

2

Depression

31

3

Odd Movements

32

4

Anxiety

33

5

Hospital/Mental Institution

34

6

Understanding

35

7

Biological

36

8

Family

37

9

Trauma

38

10

Talk About It

39

11

Eating Disorder

40

12

Internet/Social Media

41

13

Crazy

42

14

Friends

43

15

Looks Different

44

16

Isolation

45

17

Hygiene

46

18

Common

47

19

Emotional

48

20

Coping

49

21

Professional

50

22

Real Disease

51

23

Life Experiences

52

24

Compassion

53

25

Abuse/Self Abuse

54

26

Odd Behaviors

55

27

Extreme Highs and Lows

56

28

Church or Religious Leader

57

29

Major Loss

58
59
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TERMS
Hotlines
Cannot Control
Drugs & Alcohol
Talk to Self
Support
Needs Interaction
Habits
Able to Work
Live Normal Life
Chemical
Psychiatrist/Psychologist
Stigma
Therapy
PTSD
Genetic
Counselors
Physical Injury
Be Educated
Hard to See
Recognize Mental Illness
Mood Swings
Level of Severity
violent/Aggressive
Treatments & Medication
Stress
Chronic
Doctor
Social Environment
Environmental
Be Active

YES/NO

13. Now, I would like to ask you specifically about perceived treatments of mental
illness. Please tell me if each item is or is not considered a treatment of mental
illness in Mississippi.
TERMS

YES/NO

1

Treat with Respect

30

2

Depression

31

3

Odd Movements

32

4

Anxiety

33

5

Hospital/Mental Institution

34

6

Understanding

35

7

Biological

36

8

Family

37

9

Trauma

38

10

Talk About It

39

11

Eating Disorder

40

12

Internet/Social Media

41

13

Crazy

42

14

Friends

43

15

Looks Different

44

16

Isolation

45

17

Hygiene

46

18

Common

47

19

Emotional

48

20

Coping

49

21

Professional

50

22

Real Disease

51

23

Life Experiences

52

24

Compassion

53

25

Abuse/Self Abuse

54

26

Odd Behaviors

55

27

Extreme Highs and Lows

56

28

Church or Religious Leader

57

29

Major Loss

58
59

TERMS
Hotlines
Cannot Control
Drugs & Alcohol
Talk to Self
Support
Needs Interaction
Habits
Able to Work
Live Normal Life
Chemical
Psychiatrist/Psychologist
Stigma
Therapy
PTSD
Genetic
Counselors
Physical Injury
Be Educated
Hard to See
Recognize Mental Illness
Mood Swings
Level of Severity
violent/Aggressive
Treatments & Medication
Stress
Chronic
Doctor
Social Environment
Environmental
Be Active

14. Do you know anyone who has been diagnosed with a mental illness?
a. If so, what?
b. Can you tell me what it is like to deal with that mental illness?
15. Are there any differences between a mental illness and a physical illness?
a. If so, what are they?
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YES/NO

